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A1STEACT
For decades humans have been searching for the best way
to communicate with an intelligent machire, a computer.
Several programming languages have been written with the
idea of a universal language which includes solutions to
solve as many problems as one can think of. Put the mere
universal the languages ere the more complex they are to
study .
Henry Iedgara tried to con-bine these two ideas
together. He suggests the idea of studying programming
language ty dealing with a few key features at a time. He
separated the various jrogramming features. grouped the





includes 13 Mini-languages was used as the central reference
for this thesis work. Each of the four
Mini- languages was
implemented in 2 sections; a compiler and ar interpreter.
One can write a program in any of the four Mn i-larguages ',
compile and run (interpret) it to test the correctness.
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The programmer's most important tool is, cf course, a
programming language. A good languag can lead the program
mer to the correct solution cf a problem in a natural and
easy manner- Conversely, a poor language nay add so much
complexity to finding the solution that the programmer will
abandon the attempt at solving the original problem in favor
of an easier one .
Mini-languages are examples of good languages, each of
which has been designed aiound seme key language features.
They allow a concept to be studied without the need to
understand the detail and complexity found in real program
ming languages such as Pascal or Cobol. In another words, a
Mini-language isolates control structures to concentrate on
one group (subset) of programming features at a time. Kerry
Iedgard used the simplicity of Mini-languages to introduce
ideas dealing with the studying of programming languages
(15).
There are several approaches to the study of program
ming larguages. Cne is tc examine several existing
languages in detail, compare and contrast their salient
features, ard attempt tc draw conclusions about underlying
design prirciples. Another interesting approach starts with
the design principles, studies them in relative isolaticr,
and then seeks examples of the implementation of these prin
ciples in real languages. The use cf Miri-larguages is cen
tral to the second approach. One of the first uses of this
technique was in ledgard 's paper. "Ten Miri- languages : A
study of Topic Issues in Programming (14). In
I960 ledgard went another step i^ using Mini-languages. He
and Michael Marcotty wrote "The Programming language
landscape"
which includes 12 useful ["in i-languages which
reflect the work dene by ledgard on the design of Ada. Most
of the languages are built or a common core, as shown in a
Mini-language 'Cere'.
i-i 1H^1 P?igD Goals
Implementing 4 of Ledgard's Mini-languages is the goal
of this project. The first is the basic Mini-lane ua^e
'Core'. The second is the Mini -language
'D'
which concen
trates on I-st ruetures , E for Eijkstra [as in Pruno ard
Steiglitz 1972]. A D-structure is a ore-in, one-cut struc
ture, and ro transfer of ccntnol car occur during its execu-
tion. The Mini-larguage
'Type'
is the third language. In
this language the composite types a-e arrays cf a given sim
pie type (integer, string,
boolean'
and record structures.
The last is the Mri-language
'Procedure'
which concentrates
on the ways in which the arguments are passed from the cal
ling procedure to the called procedure. It includes pass by
value, pass by result, pass by value_result and pass by
location (or reference).
There are two sections in each implementation. The
first is a one pass compiler which includes three phases,
lexical analysis, parsing and intermediate code generation.
The second is an interpreter which insures the correctness
and consistency cf each compiler.
1.2 Language Tools
Yacc and lex are UNIX tccls used in implementing, com
pilers for each of the 4 languages. Yacc (Yet Anotner
Compiler-Compiler^ (12) is a parser generator. In using Yarc
a user will specify the structures of the input, together
with code to be invoked as each such structure is recog
nized. Yacc turns such a specification into a C function
that parses the input. The rlass
o*
specifications accepted
is a very general one : IAIF.il) grammar with disambiguating
rules .
lex (lexical Analyzer Generator )( 16 ) is a program gen
erator designed for lexical processing of character input
streams. It accepts a hie:r-level problem oriented specifica
tion for character string matching end produces a program ir
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a general purpose language which recognizes regular expres
sions written by the user himself. lex turns the user's
expressions end actions (called source) into program seg
ments in the host general-purpose language: the generated
procedure is named 'yylex1, '.
It is particularly easy to interface lex and Yacc. The
generated lex program recognizes only regular expressions!
Yacc generates parsers that accept a language in the class
of context free grammars, but whi^h require a lower level
analyzer to recognize input tokens. When used as a
irepio-
cessor for a later parser generator, Lex is used to parti
tion the input stream, and yacc assigns a structure to the
resulting pieces.
1.4 Host System
All work fcr this implementation was done on a VAX
11/760 system using the UNIX operating system. UNIX is
chosen because it provides an excellent environment in which
to develop software due tc its many useful utility programs.
Some tools provided by the system such as Lex 'Lexical
Analyzer Generator) and Yacc (Yet Another Compiler- C cm
piler) were used throughout this project. The C programming
language was used for the coding part, sirce C is the most
suitable language for the LMX system.
CHAPTER 2
CCMFILERS
A compiler takes as input a source program and produces
as output an equivalent sequence of machine instructions. It
is much simpler to consider a compiler in subpro cesses
called phases as shown in Fig 2.1. A phase is a logically
cohesive operation that takts as input one representation of
the source program and produces as output another represen
tation .
In the first phase, the lexical analyzer, or scanner,
separates characters of the source language into groups that
logically belong togethei; these groups are called tokens.
Keywords such as IF or WHILE, cpei-atcr symbols such as - -
or +, identifiers such as X or NUMTER and punctuation sym
bols such as parentheses or commas are examples of tokens.
The output of the lexical analyzer is a stream of tokens
which is passed to the next phase, the syntax analyzer or
parser. The tokens in this stream can be represented mostly
by integer codes.
The intermediate code generator, the thiTd phase, uses
the structure produced by the syntax analyzer to create a
stream of simple irs t ructi cr s . Three-address code vquadru-
ples) is the intermediate code used in many compilers, since
it can be easily rearranged.
Code optimization is an optional phase designed to
improve the intermediate code so that the ultimate object
program runs faster and/or takes less space. Its output is
another intermediate code program that is equivalent to the
original code and may save space or time.
The last phase is code generation, which produces the
object code by deciding on the memory locations for data,
selecting cede to access each datum and selecting the regis
ters in which each computation is to be done.
The table-management cr beckkeepirg portion keeps tracK
of names used by the program and records essential informa
tion about each, for example its type (integer, string,
etc.). The data structure used to record this information is
called a symbol table. Several access techniques can be
used. A linear search is the simplest way but has the trade
off of consuming extra time and space. The most popular
technique is to use hashing which save time and space. lor
this implementation, a hash table for ea^h Mini-language was
genera ted .
The error handler is invoked when a flaw in the source
program is detected. A warning message will be given for
each error detected. It is desirable that compilation be
completed or flawed programs, at least through the syntax-
analysis phase. In general when the compiler comes to a
pcirt in the input stream where it cannot continue } recess
ing a valid phase, some pcssible changes will be procured by
the compiler ir order to continue detecting the pic&ram-
Some possible changes are:
(11 Alteration of a single character. For example , if trie
parser is given the 'identifier INTEJER by the lexical
analyzer and it is net proper for an identifier to
appear at this point in the rrogram, the parser may
guess that the keyword INTEGER was Teant .
(2) Insertion cf a single token. Eer example, the parser
can replace 2C by 2*C .
(3) Eeleticn of a single token. Fcr example, a comma might
be inserted, incorrectly after the 10 in a ECR1RAN
statement such as EC 10, I = 1.20.
The table-management and the error handling routire
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fig 2.1 Phases of a compiler
For each implementation of a Mini-language, Lexical




was used fcr the
syntax analysis phase. The intermediate code for each Mir.i-
language was also generated using three-address code. This
intermediate code was in the form of an array of quadruples.
However instead of implementing code generation for each
Mini-language, an interpreter was written and used tc run
the intermediate code and thereby test the correctness ard
completeness cf each compiler.
2.1 IEX - A IEXICAI ANATYZFF GENERATCP
lex is one of the tools used to help in lexical
analysis of text. Lex is not a complete languaee, but rather
a generator representing a new language feature which can be
added to different programming languages called "host
languages". Just as general purpose languages can produce
code tc run on different computer hardware, lex cen write
cede in different host languages. At present, there is only
one host languages, C, which was used in this implementa
tier .
The Lex source is a taile of regular expressions ana
corresponding program fragments. The table is translated
into a program which reads an input stream, copying it tc an
output stream and partitioning the input into strings which
match the given expressions. As each such string is
reccg-
nized, the corresponding program fragment is executed. The
recognition cf the expressions is performed by a determinis
tic finite automaton generated by lex.
lexical analysis programs written with lex accept ambi
guous specifications ard choose the longest match possible
10
at each input point. If necessary substantial lockahead is
performed on the input, but the input stream will be backed
up to the end of the currei.t partition.
5 1 ! 1Z Source





: can be emitted
: required.
: can be emitted
: car. be omitted
: can be omitted




(no definition, no rules) which translates irtc a program
which copies the input to the output unchanged.
Rules represent the user's control decisions. Fach rule
has the form
a regular expression actions
A regular expression specifies a set of stnings to be
matched. The letters of the alphabet and dibits are always
text characters. For example, the regular expression
program
matches the string program whenever it appears. Regular






































, even if x is an operator
, even if x is an operator
y-aracter x or
arac ters x ,y or z .
aracter but x.
arac ter bu t newline .
t the beginning of a line
hen lex is in condition y.
t the end of a line.
i c n a 1 x .
. .instances cf x .
. . . ins tances of x .
ray.
ut only if followed by y.
arslation cf xx from the
tions section .
ugh n occurrences of x.
for example, the rule
program printf found keyword ):
means look for the string jregram in the input stream and
print the message 'found keyword whenever it
appears. The end of the regular expressior is indicated by
the first blank rr tab character. Traces are used when there
is more than one line of action (compound).
lex has the ability tc handle ambiguous specifications.
Some rules are applied when more than one expression matches
the current input. These rules are
(1) The longest match is preferred
(2) Among lexical rules which match the same number of
characters, the rule given first is preferred. Tor
example, suppose the rules
pr cgram
[a-*]*
keyword actions . . J
identifier actions. ;
are given in this order. If the input is "programs , it
is taker as a keyword as the first matching rule is








Lex normally partitions the input scheme, it aces not
search for all possible matches cf each expression. This
means that each character is accounted for once and only
once. Actions are program fragments tc be executed when the
expressions are recognized.
2.2 YACC - YET ANOTHER CCMFIIER-COMPILER
Yacc provides a general tool for imposing structure on
the input to a computer program. It converts a context-free
grammar into a set of tables for a simple automator which
executes an 1R 1) parsing algorithm. If the grammar is
ambiguous, precedence rules may bp specified to resolve the
ambigui ty .
The Yacc user prepares a specification of the input
process; this irclud.es rules describing the input structure,
code to be irvoked when these rules are recognized, and a
low-level rcutire to perform the basic input. Yacc then
generates a function to control the input process. This
function, called a parser, calls the user-supplied lew-level
input routine (the lexical to pick up tokens frcm
the input stream. These tokens are organized according to
the input grammar rules. Ahen ore of these rules has been
recognized, an action (user code supplied; is invoked. The
actions have the ability tc return values and make use of
the values of other actions.
1 Ecif ica tions
The basic specification file consists cf three sections







can be omi t ted
The smallest legal Yacc specification is
7, K.
rules
The rules section consists of one or more grammar
rules. Each rule has ar. associated action which is tc be
14
performed each time the rule is recognized in the input pro
cess. These actions may return values and may use the values
returned by previous actions.
An action is just a group cf C statements.
'{"
and ']
are used when there is mere than one C statement
ir
an
action. Fig 2.2 shows a part of Mini -language Core to give a







/* if program keyword is missing,*/
/*
print out the error message */
usage'








declare IECIARE idenlist ES
idenlist idenlist IDENTIFIER
IDENTIFIER
, . next rules . . .
Fig 2.2 Example Yacc for Mini language Cere
lc
As in the example,
]'
can be used to avoid rewriting the
left hand side when there are several grammar rules with the
same left hard side. The rule
declare IECIAEE idenlist ES
means that this rule will be reduced to be declare when
Yacc found a key word DICIARE, followed by a list of iden
tifiers (a rule
idenlist'
> and the semicolon !ES/. The
algorithm used by the Yacc parser encourages left
ietur-
grammar rules. This is the reson why left recursive
rules are used in all the grammar rules of this implementa




The parser produced by Yacc consists of a finite state
machine with a stack. The parser is also capable of reading;
and remembering the next input token, the lookahead toker.
The current state is always the one on tcj cf the stack. The
states of the finite state machine are given small integer
labels. Initially, the machine is in state 0, the stack cer
tains only state 0, and nc lookahead token has been reac .
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Shift, reduce, accept and error are 4 actiors available
for the machire; A move of the parser is done as follows:
(1^ Pased or i+s current state, the parser derides whether
it reeds a lookahead token to decide what action should
be done. If it needs one, and does not have one, it
calls
"yylex"
(Lex program) to obtain the next token.
[2 Using the current state, and the lookahead token, if
needed, the parser decides on its next action, end car
ries it out This may result in states being pushed
onto the stack or popped off of the stack, and the
lcc-
kahea^ token being processed cr left alone. When Yacc
is invoked with a "-v option, a file called "y. output
is produced, with a
'
human-
readable description cf the
parser. The "y. output corresponding to the above gram
mar is shown in Eig 2.2.
state ?
state 1

































therestof prog goto 6
declaration goto 7
dec gotc 6

























therestof prog: : dclaration content^ '5)
reduce r:
next state ...
Eig 2.3 Example cf Yacc 'in human readable form*,
generated by invoking flag -v.
Yacc invokes two disambiguating- rules by default:
(1) In a shift/reduce conflict, the default is to do the
shift .
(2) In a reduce/reduce conflict, the default is to reduce
by the earlier grammar rule
'in the input sequence).
2.2.2 Error Handling ir Yacc
The token name "error is reserved for error handling.
It suggests places where errors are expected, and recovery
might take place. The parser pops its stack until it enters
19
a state where the token is legal. It then behaves
as if the token were the current lookahead token,
ard performs the action encountered. The lcckahead token is
then reset to the token that caused the error. If no special
errcr rules have been specified, the processing halts when
an error is detected .
Like Lex, Yacc is written in a portable dialect of C.
The action and output subroutine are also in C. Moreover,
many of the syntactic conventions of Yacc follow C.
5-i-4 Lex with Yacc
Lex is designed to simplify interfacing with Yacc. What
lex generates is a program named 'yylexM", the name
required by Yacc for its analyzer. Normally, the default
main program on the lex library calls this routine, but if
Yacc is loaded, and its main program is used. Yacc will call
"yylexO". Ir this case each lex rule should end with
return ( token ) :
where the appropriate token value is returned. An easy way
to get access to Yacc's names for tokens is to compile the
Lex output file as part of the Yacc output file by placing
the line
#in elude lex . yy . c
2'i
in the last section of Yacc input. This causes the scarcer
to be invoked as a fnnctior at the end cf the parser. Sup
pose the grammar is to be named
"ccre.y'
and the lexical





Twc fla,ss car be invoked tc help debugging when compiling
'
y .'tat .
-v A file 'y. output is generated, contains a
description of the parsing tables and a ^eport




is generated with the
define'
statements that associate the Yacc-assigned
"token with the user-declared
token This allows source files other
then
"y.tab.c'
to access the token codes.
2.2 INTEFMEDIATE COrE GENERATION
Intermediate code generation is an extensicr nf context
free grammar. The framework called a syntax-directed trans
lation scheme, allows subroutines ct semartic to
be attached to the productions c^ a context-free grammar.
The semantic rcutires generate intermediate cede when called
at apprcpriate times by a parser for that grammar.
Four kinds of intermediate code often used in compilers
are postfix rotation, syrtax trees, quadruples and triples.
Fig 2.4 compares each type ty showing how tbe expression:
if a then if c-d then a4e else a*c else a+t
A representation of three-address statements krown as
quadruples was used to generate intermediate codes for each
Mini-larguege . There are four fields in this structure, (rp,
ARG1, ARG2, and ESI (resulO. The Cp field contains en
internal (integer) code that represents the epeoce for exam
ple. 272 for "ASSIGN which is an assignment (:=) operator.
lor easier reading, this field was translated into a charac
ter string every time it was printed out. The Argl , Arg-2,
and Rsl fields are either programmer-defined names, con
stants or compiler-generatec temporary ^ames. A C 'struc
statement was used to contain ell this information ir
each compile*1. All quadruples for ach Mini -1 arguage in this
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. . . nex t st atemer t




Fig 2.4 Comparison of each type of
intermediate ^ode
A statement such as A := P 4 10 was generated as
Tl - 10




followed by a cc^ntirg number) are
ger-
erated every time an
"idertifier"
such as an integer or
string is enccurtered (Tl -10). The example above car be
represented by a set cf quadruples as shewn in fig 2 5.








Fig 2 5 Quadruple representation, of three-address statements
??!
Syntax- Directed Translation
As mertiored above, three-address cede ir a quadruple
form is used as the intermediate code to be generated. In
this section some translations of simple statements based on










id irt ! <l)
Fig 2 6 An Example cf grammars rules in Mi ni-langrere Core
C-i
Using an example is prctatly the best way tc describe how
the translation works. The trace of syntax-directed transla
tion
A : = I * ( C + C
'
is show- in fig 2.7.
INPUT STACK PIACF GENERATFD CCEF
A : = I * ( C - E ^
F*(C*D^ id A
E-(C-tD) id = A
*(C-E^ id = id A P
*(CJD ' id - 0 A P Tl =- P
*(C+E) id - F A Tl
( C +E ) id = I* A~T1
C D^ id : = F*( A Tl
+D) id = I* (id A ^1 C
<l) id = J*(0 A C
r ) id
-
i*(F A Tl c
+D) id - F*(E A T1 c
E^ id = i*{E+ A c
id = E*(E+id /"Tl C D
\
/ id . = I*(F-tC A. Tl C D
) id = 1 *(!. + { A C E T2 - - C - E
\
id : - J* (I A>1 T2
id . - I*(F) A Tl T2
id
-
1*0 A Tl T2 T2 - = Tl * T2
id : = F A T2 A =- T2
A
Eie- 2.7 Trace of syntax-directed translation
This example uses a bottom-up parser makirg the proper
shift-reduce decisions tc reflect the usual associativity
and precedence of operators to operate or a :- E* vC-^T ' . The
field FIACE is carried along with grammar symbols in the
stack but shewn on a stack rf it5 0wr. Generated quadruples
are shcwr with the step just before they are generated.
?? Control-Flew Representation of Foplean Expressions
Refer to the example at the beginning cf this chapter,
if a then if c-d then a c else a*c else a-rt
The a and c-d are supposed to be boolean expressions. Pcth
of -them will be translated into a sequence of quadruples.
Fig 2 . gives a general idea of translation fcr conditicral
statements such as
and
if E then SI else S2
while i do S
TRUE:
FAISE







Fig 2.8 Form of code for constructs using Poolean expressions
Pottom-up parsing was used and this causes a problem. The
critical prirt in tracing syntax-direct translation for con
trol flow statements is that the actual quadruples, to which
the jumps are tc te made at the time the jump statements aie
generated, may not have teer generated yet. The code that
is generated, therefore, is a series of branching statements
with the targets of the jumps temporarily left unspecified.
Each such quadruple will te on one or another list cf qua
druples to te filled in wber the proper location is deter




Throughout this thesis work, the "tackpatching
"
tech
nique has teen used to create a structure (quadruples) for
control flow statements. Stacks are used to hold the
27
addresses cf these quadruples which reed tc te filled later.
Each type cf control flow statement has its own stack in
order to prevent confusion in popping and pushint the par
ticular stack. This also g.air.s the advantage of simpler
codes.
2.4 INTEPPPF'T'ER
Commonly, a programming language is implemented on a
computer ty a combination cf translation and in terpr e ta ti cr .
A program is first translated from its original form irtc a
form which is more easiiy executable, a^d then this execut
able form of the program is decoded and executed by en
interpreter. This was the approach which was used ir each
Mini-language implementation. For each Mir i-language an
input program was translated intc an easily executed form
(quadruples) and then an interpreter was used to interpret
each quadruple.
Pasically, each input program is translated into qua
druples which are saved in an array called . A
functior called
"xeq"
is called if the irput program is syn
tactically correct, to execute each quadruple in "aquara'.
The C programming language was used to code each inter
preter. Tc illustrate the idea of interpretation, fig 2.9


















































function dees whatever each quadruple tells
it to do. After checking the "Cp field (operator) in each
quadruple, a case statement is used to branch to the cede
for each different kind cf quadruple. For example, suppose
i represents the index of the quadruple array in the
'xeq"
function. The following list shows some cf the key quadru
ples in each implemented Mini-language along with the action
taker ty the interpreter.
CUAERUFIE
Cp Argl Arg2 Rsl
xeq













Tl = 1 if A. < P,
T1 = 0 otherwise
T3 = Tl T2
-if Tl = 1 (true)
set i to 3, 7 if
it is ret.
All comparison
(< > != ) has the
same idea .
Case ITEM in "xeq".
(Mini-language Type
-save the index of
the next quad in
a "calladd s tack .
-transfer control to
the called procedure
ty assignirg 0 tc i .
-save the value of A
ty pushing it on the
"quev'
stack.
-assign W to the value




-save the address of










of '* to the loca ti on
taken from the bottom
of the stack.
-save the address of





cf W tc the location






back tc the calling
procedure by setting
i to the value








which reads in the
da ta from the da ta
file.
write print out the value
A in the form
'Rsl A - 5".
if A has the value
of 5 .





In this chapter, the semantics cf each of the imple
mented Mir i- languages will be described briefly. All state
ments in each language and the symbol table, as well as
critical implemert at icr. points will te focused on.
3.1 MINI-IANGUAGE CORE









Fig* 3.1 Format of Mini-language
The PM (Backus Naur Form") for each is shewn in appendix P.
A semicolon is used as a termination, symbol for state
ments. An identifier is alphanumeric and only upper case
letters car be used. Reserved words ere all in lower case
letters. The only identifier type used is integer.
2.1.1 Symbol Table
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The symbol table is simply a hash table implemerted as
an array of pointers to table entries. The algorithm used is
a hash search. The incoming rame i * corner ted irto a small
integer, which is then used tc index into the array of
pointers. An array element pcirts to the beginning cf a
chain cf blocks describing names that have that hash value.
A block ir a chain is a structure containing pointers to the
name, the replacement text, ard the next block ir the chain.
A null next-pointer marks the end of the chain.
Basically, each entry consists of name, type, ard
value. Type indicates temporary identifiers, identifiers, or
reserved words.
?-!? Semantics of Mini-language Core
For simplicity, the semantics ef Mini
-
largua* e Cere
will te described in seven sections as followed:
(1) Eeclaration







Eor each tyre of statement,
"Eormat'
is a structure in
the Mini-language. Followed by an example of the statement,
"Quadruple which bases on the format "Cp Esl Argl
Arg2"
a^d any effect in symbol table.
2.1 .3 Declaration
Format: declare iden tif ier , . . . , ider tif i er ;
[declare identifier,. .. identifier; 1
Example: declare A, I, C;
Quadruple format: rone
Symbol Table: All idertifiers are initialized tc 0.
A declaration in Mini-language Core spcifies one or
more identifiers that can be used as variables in a program.
Only positive integers are legal values fcr each variable.
The range of an integer is between 0 and 999999S9.
There are crly three possible outcomes tc the execution cf a
program .
(1) Normal termination. A program terminates normally
eften t^e execution cf its
last statement
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(2) Abnormal termination. An attempt to execute a
meaningless statement which
then causes the program tc
terminate abnormally.
(2) Nor termina tior .
The exact meaning of a program is defined only for pro
grams that terminate normally.
3.1.4 Assignment Statement
Format: identifier := expression?
Example: a := 10J value of A is set tc 12
Quadruple Format:
ASSIGN ( source variable, target variable,
(constart , target variable.
Example: = A 10
Symbol Table: Set the value of "target
tc the value of the "source variable",
or to the "constant".
An assignment statement causes the value of the expres
sion at the time cf execution tc be associated with a vari
able. Execution of an assignment statement takes place as
follows :
(1) The expression given on the right cf the assifr.mert
statement is evaluated according te the rules given
under expression belcw. If the expression contains any
variables, their curient value is used in the evalua
tion .
(2) The value obtained from the evaluation of the expres
sion becomes the current value of the variable en the
left of the assignment.
3.1.5 Irrut Statement
Format: input identifier [, identifierl .. :
Example: input A, B, CJ
Quadruple Format: REAE ( identifier)
[EFAD(idpntifier)l
Symbol Table: Set the value of
"identifier"
tc
the saved value in array
Ircrease the index of
"in"
array.
An input statement causes one or more integer values to
be read from an input file named "data". Only one value will
te assigned tc each identifier in the list cf identifiers.
Each input value rrmst be separated ty one or more blank
characters, and end-of-line boundaries are treated as single
blank characters. For example,
data input input statement r esul t
0
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Three kinds of errors that can occur during the execu
tion of an input statement are:
(1) Insufficient data error: The
"data"
file contains
fewer values than there
are identified in the
input statemer t .
The integer value read from
'data'
file is out of 'ar^e
( :0 or > 99,999.999^ .
(2 N Si ze error
(2) Illegal character error: One cf the characters
read from the
"data"
file is en illegal
character Mother than
a digit or blank).
If ary cf those errors occur, the program is abnormally
termina ted .
3.1.6 Output Statemer t
Format: output identifier [....identifier...];
Example: output A, I, CJ
Quadruple Format: ViRITEU 'en ti f i er )
[ 'flFITE(idertifier) 1
Symbol Tatle: not affected
Execution cf an output statement causes the value of





\ the name of the
variatle ard ar symtcl. Fcr example,
Cutput Statement







The output starts on a new line
2.1.7 If Statement
Ecrmet: if ccmpariscn then statement-sequence
I else statement-sequence !
end if;
Example: if 'A < P ) then
A := A J PJ
P := B - A?
else A : - A - P ;
end if;
Quadruple Format:
IF 'compare result, true target, false target)
Since this is a one pass compiler, the if statement is
a critical point in the implementation. A tackpatchirg tech
nique was used
t^ solve the problem generated by the "fcr-
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ward gc to required for the false target". In this sec
tion some further ideas atcut tackpa tchi r^ to generate qua
druples will te descrited.
The idea of tackpatching is quite simple. For example,
the code
PACKFATCF'.p.i)
means "make each of the quadruples or the list pointed to ty
p take i as a target'. Ir other words, keep a list of these
addresses that nee* te te filled later and then fill them
with a location at the proper time. The proper time is when
some termination like "end if or
"else'
is found ir an
input stream.
It is net tec difficult to use tackpatching in Yacc,
since the Yacc format is in grammar form. The critical point
is that the user has to realize that Yacc uses bcttcm-up
parsing which requires that all situations are considered
tefore tackpatching a particular statement. For example,
corsider the nested-if statement shown in Fig 2.2
7C
if (A < P^ then
C := A + BJ






if (A B^ then
A :--= CJ
end if;
C := A + BJ
end if;
Fig 2.2 A nested-if in
Mini- language Core
Eig 2.2 shews hew tackpatching was used for the atcve exam
ple .
Sta temen t Cuadruple generated
if (A < B) then
C := A t B;

































Fix the Rsl field ir 105 with
108 .
108: = A C
109: goto
Fix the Rsl field ir. 101 with
1 10 .
110: = A p









Fix the Rsl field in 111 with
114.




Fix the Argl field in 107 and
the Argl field ir 109 with
116.
Fig 3.2 Beckpe toting corresponding tc the nestirg if
in fig 2.2
Eirally, the following intermediate code would te gen
erated in Mini-language Cere.
Cp Argl Arg) Rsl
100 : < A p Tl
101 : if Tl 102 110
102 : A P T2
102 : - T2 C
104 : < P C T2
105 : if T2 106 108
106 : = E C
107 go to ne
108 : - A C
109 goto 116
110 - A J 14









Fig 2.4 Intermediate code for Miri-larguage Core
As mentioned, the quadruple format for the if statement
is
IF (compare result, true target, false target)
The true is always the next generated quadruple,
false
target'





(if there is no else) is encountered.
It is necessary to have some redundant "goto's; such





can te generated. This
redundancy can te eliminated in the next phase, code optimi
zation, but unfortunately, for this project, an interpreter
was implemerted instead cf using'code optimization and cede
generation. This idea could be considered, for further
implementation.
3.1.8 loop Statement






ICSS := LAST IOSS 5;






IF'compare result, true target, false target)
Symtol tatle: Not affected.
A lccp statement is a compound statement that specifies
that the statemerts within the loop are to be executed
repeatedly fcr as long as the comparison at the head of the
lccp is true.
Actually the loop statement is a version of the if
statement. The intermediate code basically used the if and
"gcto"
statements. The following is the intermediate cede






101 : if Tl 102 107
102: = c T2
103: 4 LAST LOSS T2 IOSS
104: - I CSS IAST IOSS
105: + 'FIGHT LOSS iast'ioss




T C Intermediate code for while statement
2.1.9 Comparisons
Format: (operand < opererd) or (operand = operand) cr
(operand > operand^ or (operard
!-
operand
Example: -S^AII < PIG)
Quadruple Format:
IT GT
EQ NEQ(first value, second value, target value)




counting numter) is created
in a symtol
tatle with a boolean type- The value is




{)) of the particular
relationship between the first and
the second values .
A comparison consists of two operands separated ty one
of the romparison operators, <, ? , , ! = . Should the evalua
tion of one cf the operands lead te an e'rrcr, the program
will te terminated atnormally.
2.1.1? Expression
Format: 'operand - operand or operand - operand or
operand * operand
Example: A + P * C
Quadruple Format:
ADD
MUKfirst value, second value, target variable!
MINUS
Symbol Tatle: The value of the "target
is set, "to the result of applying
the particular function tetween the
"first and "second value".
The operators are evaluated in order of decreasing pre
cedence, defined ty the rules:
(1) The operator * has higher jrere*?erce thar the 4 ard
operators, which have eoual precedence.
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(2) Operators of equal precedence are evaluated in textual
order from left to right.
(21* An expression enclosed in parenthesis is evaluated tc a
single value tefore ether operators.
Twc errors can arise during the evaluation of an
expression .
(1) Undefined value error. A variatle ir the expressicr has
not previously had a value assigned to it.
(2) Overflow error. One of the operations leads to a value
greater than the maximum permitted value defined by the
implemer ta tior .
The occurrence of either of these errors causes abnor
mal termination cf the program.
In addition to the rules given for the construction of
a program in Mini-language Core, there are twc constraints;
(1) All identifiers used in the statements of the prceram
must te declared.
(2) No identifier may appear more than once.
A comment is introduced by two contiguous hyphen syrr-
tols 'that
is,- '. . These twc symbols and the remaining char
acters or the same lire are treated as the text of the
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comment ard ha':e no effe-.t on program execution. A. ccmmert
can occur ir the program at any poi"t where a tlenjs may
appear.
As mentioned atove lower case letters are used for key
words ard upper case letters for identifiers. This serves
the dual purpose of differentiating one kird of statement
from another and of making more readatle programs.
All Veywcrds are reserved so there is no darger cf a
loss of readatility due tc the programs choosing identifiers
that clash with keywords. This also provides fixed markers
in the syntax that allow the compiler to make tetter
recovery in the face of syntax errors and give more meaning




Mini-larguage D is used to focus on control statements,
such as loop and if statemerts. Ir miri-lang uage E, there
are three ways ir which the sequence of statemert execution
may te specified:
(1) Sequential execution. The statements ane executed
precisely in the order in
which they are writter.
(2) Conditional or selective execution. Expressed ty
the if statemer t .
(2) Iterative execution. For example, loop statement.
If the condition expression has
the value false initially, the
body of the loop is never
executed; ard the loop statemert
has no net effect .
A
condition-expression is either a single condition or
a pair of conditions separated by one of the logical opera
tors
"and"
and "or". Frogram in Mini-language E, of course.
have variables ard all variables in a program must te
declared. Only integer type is used.
Since almost ell statemerts in Mini-larguage P had beer.
described previously in Mini-language Core, the following
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will focus on the main idea of E structures
E Structure
A D structure, D for Dijkatra [as ir Prvno and
Steiglitz 1972], is a class of simplp control structures. A
E structure is either a
* Basic action: For examnle , an assignment statemert,
procedure call, or the input-output
s ta temen t ;
or it is constructed from
simple E-st ructures , each using
one cf the following forms:
* Sequerce
si s2 ... sn












where c is a condition and s is a E-structure.
Fig 2.6 shows a Mi^i-langue* e E program that the true branch
is alwavs shown en the left of the rede.
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pr cgram
This program reads in an integer value representing the time
on a 24-hour clock and prints out the corresponding 12-hour
--
clock time. If the input value does not represent a correct
time, the input value is printed.
declare TIME, POURS_ANr_MINUTFS , HOURS, MINUTES, A.M_CR^PM;
beg in
irput TIve;
ECURS AND_MINUTES : = TIME;
:= 0J
while (POLES AND "IM'TES > 102) loop










if 'HOURS = 24) and (MINUTES = 0) then
AM_CR_PM := 0;
FOUR * = 12 ;










AM OR FM := 0;






AM CP PM := i;
if (HOURS 12) then








Eig 2.6 A Mini-language D program
4
The prevailing winds seem to te that using the goto
statement ir any programs is rot a good programming style.
Currently, most of programming languages ever Ada, still
have the goto statement. Since, Ledgard wrote Mini-lanf uage
E te emphasize good programming structure, he ignored the




The tasic actions of cne-i n , one-out structure are such
that nc transfer of ccrtrol can occur during their execu
tion. That is, control enters ty only one path and leaves ty
only one path. D-structure is built fron cne-in, cne-cut
structures. ' program that is constructed entirely from
E-
structure is itself a E- s tr uc tnre . Consequencely . it will
have only one en+ry and one exit.
Th control schemes of
Mini-language E correspond exactly to the construction rules
fcr D-structures ard as a result, all programs writter in
Mini-language E are B-s true tured . To make this clear, fif,
3.7 shows a program that is not D-structure (uses goto




























Fig 2.7 An Example of a program that is not a D-stiucture
Furthermore, ledgard expressed the idea of the study of
the classic theorem of Poehm and Jacopim [1966] in D-
structures. fie simply explained the proof of the theorem
(18'. The tasic conclusion of that theorem can te stated
simply as:
For any proper program there exist an equivalent
program that is a E-st rue tured .
By any prcuer he means ary computer program,
no matter what control structures are used, provide^:
' 1 "* There is precisely one entry and one exit tc the pro
gram ,
(?'
For e-"ery rede ir the flovgraph representation of the
program, there is at least one path from the ertry
point, through that node, tc the exit point. The
latteT restriction rules out programs containing infin
ite loeps ard statements that are not reached ty the
flew of control from the programs at entry point.
By equivalent program', he means a program that will
always give the same result as the origiral one for the same
input data. Two equivalent programs may have very different
flowgraphs. For example, compare two programs that calculate
the square rcot cf their input. One obtains the result by
successive approximation, while the ether uses a table
look-up method. These twc program will be equivalent if
their results are exactly equal for all possible i^put
values .
The impact of the theorem is that it is possible to
write any program as a E-structure. The theorem guarantees
that ary problem can te written using only E-s true tures .
In
particular, if a programming larguage includes only the fol
lowing control statements:
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(11 Sequences of one or mere statemerts
(2) Conditional Statemerts cf the form
if condition then




(3) Loops of the form
while condition loop
s ta temen ts ...
end loop;
or their
equivalent,- then this is all needed, at least
theoretically.
2.2 MIM-1ANGUAG* TYPE
The Mini-language Type serves as a tasis for a discus
sion cf the ccrcept of variable types in programmirg
larguages. This discussion will be limited tc the primitive
types of a language.
As usual, a program ir Mini-larguage Type consists of a
sequence cf declaratiors followed by a sequence of state
merts. The declaratiors specify the type of value that is to
be associated with each identifier. The statements define
the operations to be performed on values associated with
declared ^ariatles.
The types in Mini-language Type are either simple or
composite. The simple types include integers, strings of
characters (for example,
'PAD'
and '4RK'), and the boolean
values
'true'
and 'false'. The composite types in Mini-
language Type are arrays cf a given simple type and record
structures. All identifiers referred tc in the program must
te declared exactly once.
There are four varieties of statement in Mini-language
Type, each of the usual fcrm:
(Is An assigrmert statement : Poth the variatle and the
expression must te of the same simple type.
(2) An if statemert : The conditional expression must te
cf tooleen type.
(2) An input statement.
^4) An output statement.
Variatles may te combined by operators in an expression
to form new values. The operators +, -, and *, are defined
over integers to yield their conventional result.
The relatioral operations ; and < are defined ever
integers and give a result of type boolean. The equality
operators - ard != are defined over any twc ctjects cf the





are defined over two
boolean values and perform the boolean and
"or"
opera
tions on the two values. The operator
'cat'
is defined over
twc string values and yields the string consisting of the
concatenation of the two values.
??! Symbol Tatle Management
The symbol table Management ir Mini-language Type is
quite different from that in Mini -1 anguage Core and Mini-
language E. There are four tables; Identifier table, Vari
able table, Type table and Store table.








identifies each variable or
identifier name.
varaddr'
is a poirter to the Variable table
The table is indexed by
an identifier
number issued by analyzer












conteirs a poirter to a Type table
row for this variatle's
declared type .
contains a pointer to Store table
(2) Store tatle
(4 1 Type tatle
'storetat'
is just an array contain











field will cortair a number representing a
type. The following explains all possible types used in




size : The rumber of fields of each record.
chain : A pointer tc Type table row where the first
field may be four a .
RECEDE : field (of a record)
RECFLE id chain type
id : A symtol tatle number 'after using; hash function)
of field designator 'id).
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chair : a pointer tc Type table row of next field
ir Teccrd; zero if last .
type : A poirter to Type table row of type of
this field .
AFRAY : array
ARRAY size chain type
size : The total size of an array of this type
in storage ( 'store
tab'
) .
chair : A pointer te Type table row of first
sutecript range-
type : type of -elements (Type row number).
SSRANGE : subscript range
SSPANGE -tr chain type
str : The stride of this range
-
net charge
in address for unit change
in this
subscript (assuming element size one"*.
chain : A pointer tc the Type table row of
next subscript range, zero if last.
type : A pointer to the Type table row of
sutscript values; must te of integer












fieldl : Fcr array, this field contains constant
number identify type integer if INTSUP.
For record structure, this field
contains counting number of record
field. .
lb : Indicates the lower bound of the array.
ub : Upper bound of each range.
?? ^CI about Composite Type
Pefore further consideration, one should realize that
Mini-language Type eliminates records of arrays and vice
versa .
In Mini-larguage Cere the translation of assigrmert
statements havirg only simply names as operands. In
Mini-
language Type Ledgard introduces array references and reccrd
structures as operands. For array reference such as A(i][j],
the approach used here is to produce three-address codes
(quadruple'1
that computes the offset of Alijfj] from the
tase of array A and then performs an indexing operation.
The array statement ir Mini-larguage Type has unlimited
positive hounds. Any positive number ca^ be assigned to
either lower bound or upper bourd which, cf course, includes
zero. The main idea of row major form is to store the array
in a block in such a fashion that if one scans the block
from top to bottom, and notes the indices of the word stored
in each location, the rightmost index varies fastest, the
secord rightmost varies ^ext fastest and the leftmost index
varies slowest .
Let's consider a k-dimensional array Afil,i2,. .,ikj
where ith index runs from lower bcurd i (LBi ) up to some di
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for each dimension i=l,2 k. Mathematically, we give
this element A. [il
, i2 , . . . ,ik] offset
(il-IBl)I2D2 Dk + ( i2-LE2 )E2D4 . . .Dk *...+
(i(k-l)-LE(k-l))Dk + (ik-LBk) (T.l)




L6j) . P.- i D. CVl<A p* -1-
Dj can be calculated in advance in the lexical analyzer
phase. Finally, the three-address code for i, fcr example,
Afil,i2,i2,i4] is
Tl = il - DPI
T2 = T2 * Dl
T2 = iZ - IF2
T4 = T3 * D2
T - T2 + T4
16 = i3 - IP2
T7 = T6 * D2
T8 = T + T7




Til - T8 + T10
T12 = addr(A)
T13 [] Til T12









Basically, a record type contains a collection of com
ponents, each of which may be cf a different type. Each com
ponent has a name and a value. The following is an example
of a record structure declaration ir Miri-larguage Type for








IICENSE NUM : string?













Fig 2.9 Example of a record structure declaration cf
record type in Mini-language Type
The translation approach used here is to leave a refer
ence such as IICFf^SE.FIES'T,NAMF intact ir the three address
cede. The interpreter will take care of finding the actual
address of each reference. This task is assigned to a file
called
'get.c'





procedure does, basically, is to














tatle and at the same time save the
numter(A) in
'storeaddr'
field which indicates the row in
'store'
table where the value of IICENSE structure is
started (base address of the structure). At this point the
'type'







will te called at this
point tc start looking down the
'type'
table by following
the chain at each row until the last subname of each refer
ence, FIRSTNAMT in this example. is found. The counting
number for each subrange which was kept in fieldl is saved
(B). The counting rumber is added to the tase address of
this structure (IICENSE'1 A + B). The answer will te the
irdex in
'store'
tatle poirting to the value,
LICENSE. EIESTNANV in this example.
3.4 MINI-IANGUAGE FRCCEDURES
Sutprograms allow the programmer tc package computa
tions and parameterize their behavior. There are twc fcrms
of subprograms, procedures and functions. A procedure sub
program is a sequence of actions that is invoked by a call
statement. A function subprogram is a sequence of computa
tions that results it a single value and is invoked from
within an expression. Usually, control returns to the peirt
of invocation after execution of the subprogram, thus form
ing another one in, one-cut control structure.
The Mini-language Procedures, is used to demonstrate
some techniques of passing data between the subprogram ard
the program that calls it. Only global variables are dis
cussed here, mere about scope mechanism is discussed in the
Mini-language Scope. Also a special property, recursion, is
described in the Mini-language Apply.
A program in Mini-language Procedures, consists of a
sequence of declarations followed, by a sequence of state
ments. There are two types of declarations, one fcr vari
ables and one for procedures.
Variable declarations introduce simple variables and
arrays cf integer only. Unlike Mini-language Type, array
variables
contain an unspecified number of components. For
this implementation each array has a rarge between 0 Slower
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bound) and 100 (upper bound). For example, one may have
declare X,T ,GC0D;




two arrays with integer components
All variables used in the statement part of a program must
be declared exactly once.
A procedure declaration defines a procedure subprogram
and contains the following parts.
(1) an identifier name for a procedure,
(?) the names cf parameters and their modes,
(2) the declaration of any variables local to the pro
cedure ,
(4) a sequence of statements comprising the body of the
procedure.
All variables used withir the body of a procedure must
either be declared in the procedure or be parameters.
There are fcur types of statements in Mini-language
Procedures. An assignment statement, an input statemert
which allows input value tc be read in from the
'date'
file,
an output statemert and a call statement. A call statement
consists cf the name of a declared procedure and arguments
corresponding to each parameter associated with the
6t
procedure
Luring execution cf a call statement, twc things take
place:
(Is
A cornespon'lQrce between the arguments in the arg-umert
list and the parameters in the procedure is established
in left- to-right order. The i-th argument corresponds
to the i-th parameter. The rules for passing the argu
ments to the procedure beifig called are then applied to
each separately.
(2) Control is transferred to the first executable state
ment of the body in the invoked procedure.
When the last statement in the called procedure has
been executed, ccrtrcl is returned to the statement follow
ing the call statement.
The way ir which the argument is passed to its
corresponding parameter depends on the mode of the parame
ter. There are five ways cf passing parameters in the
Mini-
language Procedure as follows:
(1 ^ Pass by Value
(2) Pass by Result
(3) Pass by Value-result
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(4 ) Pass by I ocaticc
(^ Pass by Name 'not included in this implementation .
?-4
-l l?%f> ty Value
The parameter acts as a local variable belonging to the
procedure. This local variable is initialized with the
value of the corresponding argument Since the parameter is
purely a local variatle, ary change cf its value during exe
cution of the procedure has no effect en the corresponding
argument. An argument passed by value must be an
integer-
valued expressi or .
2.4 .2 Pass by Result
The parameters again act as leal variables, but their
values must be initialized locally within the procedure
body. After the statements cf the body have been executed,
the value of the parameters are assigned to the correspond
ing arguments. The arguments must be variables.
Arguments passed by value are expressions that provide
'inputs'




.4.2 Pass ty Value-result
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Fass ty value-result combines the characteristics of
pass by value and of pass by result. The parameter is con
sidered a variatle local to the procedure: its initial value
is given ty the value of the corresponding argument, and the
final value of the parameter is assigned to the argument on
completion of execution of the procedure.
?|.4 Pass ty location
The parameter is considered a local variatle of the
procedure, but its location is the location of the argument.
Thus, any reference tc the value of the parameter is con
sidered a reference tc the value of the argument, and any
assignment to the parameter is an assigrmert tc the
corresponding argument, thus changing the argument's value.
Fass by location (or
reference^
is quite similar to
pass by value-result. The difference is, with pass ty loca
tion, any change in the value of a parameter is immediately
reflected as a change in the value cf the correspond irg
argument. With pass ty value-result, the value of the argu
ment changes only on final exit from the nailed sutprogram.
?-4.5 Pass by Name
Fass by Name allcws results to te transmitted tack from




3.4.6 Symbol Table Management
There are. fnir symbcl tables in Mini-language
Frc-
cedures. The main table is called 'idtab'. As the table name
suggests, it contains all identifier ard variable names used
in the program. The table is divided into three fields :
(1^ Name : Contains names of identifiers and variables
(2) Type : The type of each variatle or identifier. Fossi
tie types are
- PAR (parameter)
- PRCCEEURE (name of procedure)
- SIMPLE (integer in mair program)
- ARRAY 'array)
(2) Stcre : Pointer to the ether three tables, depends on
Type field.














A unique rumber is assigred to each procedure name.
This unique rumber is store? ir the Store field, its Type is
PRCCEEURE, and it is used as an index in 'proctab'. the pro
cedure table, which has four fields as following:
(1) Unique : Unique numter for each procedure.
(2) Cuard# : The numter cf the quadruple where
sequence of the corresponding
procedure starts.
(2) Count : Numter of parameters ir the procedure.




Every time the procedure statement is invoked all
parameters, from left to right, are stored ir
'partat'
from
top to tottom. The pointer in Par field in
'proctab'
is the
rumber cf the first (the left most parameter) ir the parame
ter statement. These numbers are also used as the index in
'partab'
which has four fields as following:
(1) Findev : Unique numter for each parameter.
(?) Powner : Urique numter representing the name of





Ftype : The mode of the parameter (Value, Result,
Value-result, location )
(4) Fstore : A pointer to 'storetab'.
The stcre table, 'storetab'. is just a one dimensional
array contains values of variables, identifiers and parame




Mir i-languages are gooo. exam-nles of programming
languages which provide simplicity and compactity. The pur
pose of Henry Ledgard 1981 flhe Program language landscape]
or Mini-larguages was to provide an easier way to study pro
gramming larguages. Each Mr i-language focuses en one impor
tant feature of programming languages at a time. For exam
ple, Miri-larguage Procedures conrertrates only on procedure
call statemert, and Mini-language Type concentrates or the
variable type statement.
The four ccmpilers implemerted here for this thesis
work are fairly modular, so additions or modifications could
be made tc them with few prcblems. Mini-languages cculd be
used as a tool for research into the problems of various
languages. Perhaps, these four ccmpilers could be used by
the starting programmers tc test their ability in under
standing each feature of programming languages.
This chapter contains a discussion cf what might be
changed in this thesis work, or what might be added tc it.
4.1 New Features
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A couple of the compiler phases that were eliminated
from the design of each cf the four compilers were the coce
optimization and the code generation phases. The intent cf
the cede optimizer is tc remove redundant or useless
instructions that are generated because cf the simplicity of















Since the purpose of this thesis is to learn more abcut
programming larguages, the code generation phase for one
particular machine was left out so that the writer had mere
time to concentrate on other features cf the programming
languages. Anyway, the interpreter for each
Mini- laneuete
was written to te=t each compiler. Further implementation
can be made from this point, the code optimization phase and




Because cf the time factor, the various procedures cf
this thesis work were kept simple which meant that they were
rot always efficient. Ore possible change would be to
modify the organization of the arrays currently used in the
programs generating each ccmpiler. Such arrays, for exam
ple, the
"Temporary'





used in generating intermediate code grow
pretty fast. Besides this, stacks are used in each implemen
tation tc keep things simple. As with the arrays, stands
used here grew fast. A more efficient stack management
technique might te used tc improve memory usage efficiency.
lex input and lacr input written here are quite simple and
easy to understand, this causes, sometimes, quite cumterscme
code .
In any case, much effort has teen put intc this thesis.
Hopefully, this thesis will te of some use in the future.
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In this appendix all three Mini-languages implemented
in this thesis wcrk are shown in PNE form.
Context Free Syntax of Mjr i--language in PNF
Some extensions to EM were used tc described the gram
mars of Miri-lanf uages .
(1) Optional Items: There are enclosed in brackets, thus
introducing the additional
meta-
symbol s f and 1 .
(2) Sequences:
(3^ Typefaces:
The ellipsis symbol (. .) is
introduced as another meta-symbel tc
indicate the repetition of the
preceding categories contained in
brackets an arbitrary number of
items
The names of BNE categories will be
written without <. and but in a
typeface different from that of that
language being defined.
El
As with PNE, where there is a clash between a mete-
symbol ard a symbol of the Miri-languages , the symtol that


























































( ;.operard> !- <orerard> ;
< operand; < <cperard> )
<operard"
























A !i B !! C ! E i E i E ! G !! h I I
J ! K j! I
I
p ! N ! C
1
P ; C ! R
S
1 m !
1 1 ! U ! v 1 v ! X i Y 1 Z
0
1 1 ! 2 ! 4 |
c
! 6 ! ? ! 8
S4r





















< st a temen t-sequer ces-
end;












v input -s tatemen t?
<output-statement;
<ider tif ier'> := <expressior





while <cor di ti cn-expre^sion loop
<statemert-sequence?
end loop;
input <ident if ier-1 ist " ;
output ^identifier-list? ;
[ ^condition, and J <ccnditicn
1 < t cndi tion?. or ] 'condition?
'compari son?
,
<condi ti on-expression ; )
( <operand ;< comparison-operator <operand

































































dec 1 era ti or ?












< s t r i n g ;
<.bor lean
v




<assignmer t-s tatemen t?
-if-statement;
record
^identifier? : type? 5
[ identifier? : type? ; ] . . .
end record;
'integer?, .'integer?
- assignmer t-s tatemen t ;
< if-statemen
tN









-(input-statement irput ^variable [ , ^variable ]




output <veriable? f , 'variatle
I "(operand? 'operators ] <operand
'variatl e?
'-integer?















































i t i t I
Note: (sp^ means space or blank character.
pp

























e- dec lara tion?
-procedure
(procedure? <procedure-declaration ;

















declare <ident if ier-li st
'
:array;;









































A | B | C
J ! K ! I
s ! t ! u
0 ! 1 ! 2 | 3 | 4 ,
<integer; <digit.
D ! E ! E ! G ! E
M
V ! W ! 7
i !
N i 0 I P i c
! I
! R
5 ! 6 ! 7 6 ! 9
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6.2 AFFENIIX P
This appendix gives seme examples cf each implemented
Mini-language. A result of each program after tei.ng com
piled and simulated will te given next to a source code pro
gram. Reasonatle error messages will te printed out next to
a source program if the source program is net correct. The
result leading with
"Rsl'
followed ty each output variable
and value of that variatle will te printed out if the source
program is completely correct.
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IAST TEFM :- l;
THIS TERM := 1 ;
input IIMIT;























ExampleC.2 for a Nini-lenguage 'Core
line :
1 feclare COUNT **syutax error**, LIMIT?















declare LAST TERM, THIS T^PM, NEXT TERM;
tegin










COUNT := COUNT + I;
end loop;
= iast term + this term;
= this term;
= next~tffm:
numter of errors 3
Qt


























if (B < 2) then
while (T ? 2' loop
T := T * 1000001;
















Rsl TT - 0





ExampleC.4 for Mini-language 'Core
line :
1 program
declare P , TT, I .H .T , J ,G , I ,?. ,p ,A ,y ;
cegm
while (T F) loop
IT := TT - i;
end lccp;













































number of errors 1
c^
















































This program reads in an integer value representing the time
on a 24-hcur clcck ard prints out the corresponding 12-hcur
clock time. If the input value does net represent a correct
time, the input value is printed.
declare TIME, ECUES_A.ND_MINUTES , FOURS, MINUTES, AN_CR_PN;
begin
input TIME;
HOURS AND MINUTFS := TlfEJ
:- 0J
while (ECURS_AND_MINUTES ? 100) loop
POURS AND MINUTES := HCURS_ ANP_MINUTES
- 100J
EOUES := FOURS + l;
end loop;
MNUTES := ECURS_AND_N INUTES5
if (HOURS : 23) then
if (HCURS = 24) and (MINUTES = 0) then
AM CP_PM := ?;
HOURS := 12;





if (MINUTES > 59) then
output time;
else
AM_CF_FM := 0 5
if (HCURS - 0) then
HCURS := 12J
else
if 'HOURS ; 11) then
AM OR FM :- i;
'HOURS ? 12) then












































































Example?. 2 for Mr i-la-guage
'Procedure'
line :


















































Rsl A[3] = 6
Rsl I
** Error: Attempt to evaluate ar undefired variable
Rsl A[3]
** Error: Attempt to evaluate an undefined variable
Finish xeq
cc
ExampleP.3 for a Mri-larguage 'Procedure
line :















T . - t
I . t- J
A|3] := e;
output I, A [3];
A[2] := 6J
SWAP_PY_I0CATICN(I,A[2] );























1 oca tion )
Rsl I = 2
Rsl A[3] - 6
Rsl I =6
Rsl A[3] - 2
Finish xeq
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ExampleP.4 for a Mini-larguage
'Procedure'
line :








































A := A + S;
output a,s;
b(i,a,s^;
output A ,s ;
BF'A);
end;



















































input A [21 [31 [5] ;
Af3] |2] (61 := ' +
2'
A [41 [2] [61 := 'good
output A [31 [2] [fl ;


























Rsl AA131 [21 [61










input A [3] [2] [4] J
input A [21 [21 [5] ',
AAL3J [21 |e] := A[2j [21 [4]
output AA[3] [2] [6] J


































Rsl A [3] [5] [4]
Rsl AA 13] [5] [4]
Rsl A [3] [6] [4]
Esl AA[3] [6] [4]
I Irish xeq
A[3l[5][4l := true and false;
output A [3] [5] [4] ;
output AA[3] [51 |4] ;
A,\VJV\Af\:= ^2H5] [4] and Ar3][E](4] or AA[2][5][4]
AA|2] [61 [4] := false;
output A [71 [6] [41 ;



















































A.Y : = 4 J
A .Z.B A .y;












































































A . E : = A . F
A .E := 'yes
A .C.CC.DEE
output A P ,
A . C .CC.EDE
output A.C.







:= A.B * 12;
A .C .CC.BDD, A .E;












This apperdix shews the example of Mini-language Type.
A record type is chosen since it is the most complex one.
All functions used to generate the compiler and the inter
preter are given. The symbol tables is also printed out to
be considered. Before a list cf all the files, the struc
ture of each implemented Mini-larguage for this thesis,
shewn ir fig C.l, should te considered.
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( type- 1^ 'type.y)



























(on the screen )
Fig C.l Structure used in each implemented Mini-language
(in this thesis ) .
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Example Mini-language Type (record type)














































:= A.I * 12;
A .C.CC .EDD, A.F;
:= A.C-CC.DEE cat A.C.CC.DDE;
A.C.CC .DDE;
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Cutput listing after the above example was executed
Command : a. out < tpa6
line
1 P regram
dec lare A,X,Y :
1
record
4 B : integer ;
p
E : string;
e C : record
7 CC : reccrd
c DDD : integer;
c DEE : string?
10 DDE : boolean;
11 end record;





:= true and true;
17 if(A.B < A.C.CC. EDD) then
16 output A.C.CC.DDE;
IS end if;








:= A.I * 12;
22 output A B, A.C.CC. DDD, A.E5
24 A.C.CC.EEE
:= A.C.CC.EEE cat




Rsl A .B - 4
Rsl A .C.,cc. EED
- 48
Rsl A .E = 'yesnop
'





Eile name idtab .code
















File name var . code






























Eile name : type. cede
2. ) type tatle (typetat)
sort fieldl field? fieldZ
1 RECFII 66 2
2 I NT SUB 0 0 cccccccc
RECEDE 69 c 4
4 STRSUB 1 r 1
p
RECELE 67 0 ie
e RECELE 772 14 13
7 RECELE 622 c Q
INTSUB 2 0 CCCCCCCC
c RECIFE 622 11 10
10 STRSUB 1 1 1
11 PECIII 624 0 12
12 BO SUB 4 1 1
12 RECORI 3 7 0
14 RECFLT
77'
*~ t_ C 0 15
15 ECSUB P 1 1
16 RECORE 2 6 0
17 RE CORE t 1 0
16 BOOLEAN 1 1 1
19 TOOLEAN 1 1 1
20 BOOLEAN 1 0 cccccccg
21 BOOLEAN 1 0 cc cccccc
22 INTEGER 1 0 99999999
22 STRING 1 1 1
24 STRING 1 1 1
25 STRING 1 0 0
26 INTEGER 1 0 cccccccc
27 INTEGER 1 0 cccccccc
28 STRING 1 0 0
112
File name symtab .code






















































File name gq .code
Tl = 1
T2 = 1
T3 and Tl T2
A.C.CC.DDE = T3
T4 < A.B A.C.CC. DDD









16 cat T6 T7
A.F = T6
T9 = 12































All variables using ir











































anguage has a range
/Off *.* *'* O* *.'* *'* %)# * t O- ** ,1, **, * fcl# O* x.'* ..'* *,!* .1, O. f- O,. O.* v1- fct* O* O* ** *'* *** '* *<* **
*, --j. , yi ,i ] i V|i , r|fc , *| ( |* ', , -| *t |^ -,% '|* (* , *| |* ,. , *|* , ( , -,1" , .(- f*i






















'* impart variables and structures */
extern addr;
extern struct aquard *quardsave [MAXQUARE] ;
extern struct symstcre *st oretab [PASHSIZE] ;




extern struct nlist -Veep [HAShSI ZE] ;
/ # i, # ;Je##****** * J** sis '? /
main P
{
FILE *otj, *foper ( )J











fscanf (otj,>d ,&ain) !
in [k] .uval .ival
= ain 5
fclose(oty ;









print line numter for input program
/*





dump cut irformaticr, if wart tc *










/* Print the errors, if ary; continue the interpreter, if net */
if (nmerrs? 0^ printf( number of errors ?d0 , nmerrs ) ;
else
printf( start xeq );
dumpgen')* /* write the generated quardruples in a file */
/* also write symbol table in a file call
'sym.code'
*/
dumpsym [ ) ',










V ' .** .'* %KV *** ** *** ,*' *** *'* *'* ??" ** i














%u <, fti* fci* i, %i- v- ** ** '* j*t *'* :l ;'s
i''
*'.$ ri- /
*l* *,* +t-~ *,5 *,- , #"( ?,- ', rtt- *-t* >| rt-> 'l* *%"*
*|* t* "I* *1 /





extern int en, numline , nmerrs!
1 n e r r - r urn 1 i n e + 1 ;




/* This function makes name for each token or each */
/* assigned constant. Mostly, used in
"dump"
functions */


























































































































































































, i; ',makenme( type tab [i] -?sort
>
; ) J
















fprintf (obj, "ll7d 2d
fprintf (ob j,
"
fprintf (obj, "0 ) ;




table (var tat )
stcreadd r ") ;
,i,vartat[i]-? typeaddr ) ;
%a
"

























,i ,keep i] -?name ) J




















prt = storetat [i] ;
















prt->ust ore . storeid ) ;




f close ( obj ) ;
) j
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int flag = 's'J
extern index ;
extern numline;
extern firstarray. array, arraysize;
{
echc;





























case 's': firstarray ^ true;
return RECCRP?




























ECHO; returr ES; }
echc;
returr INTEGFR; ]
ECHO? return SPRING? }
ECHO; return BOCIEAN; \
echc;
return COIGN'. }
ECHO; index - true; return CPE;
ECHO; index - false; return CPKJ











































































































INPUT OUTPUT ENEIF EISE
NORE ASSIGN NI PIANK
INTEGER IDENTIFIER
FS ADD MIP.US MUI
EC NEO IT GT OPEN CIOSE
INTCP STROP STRING TOOLEAN
EIV CAT AND CR COLON ECT ARRAY












22 /* teginring of the program #/
program : prog
therestof prog
























if ($5.num == ARRAY
v
$$.tp = puttype( ARRAY , (arrays! ze^popar rsize , ) ) ,
pcparrf s t ( ) , typearray , ;
f or (i=0; i : idcount Ji-n- ) {
switch ($5.num,i {
case INTEGER:
$$.tp = puttypeONTEGER ,
where--
,MI MNT ,MAXI NT
stcretat [scountl = intstore(0);
$$.vp[i] = pnfar ($$ .tp , scour t + -i ; ;




= put type (STRING,where+ ,1,1.5
$ivp[i] = pu tvar ($$ . tp ,scoun t-f )J
install (idsavelil ,$$.vp [i] );
break ;
case BOCIEAN:
$$.tp = puttype(ECCIEAN ,where-* > ,1, 1 ;;
storetab [scour t J = in tstore ( true ) ;
$$.vp[i] = putvar($$ .tp.scount-);
install (idsaveli] ,$$.vp [1] );
break;
case RECORD:
$$.^p[i] = pntvar($5 .tp ,firststore |i] ) ;




$$-vp[il = p^tvar($$ .tp ,arrfst ) ;
irstall(idsave[i] ,$$.vp [i] );
break;




} /* case statement */
} '* for statement *'
dec EECIARE
error ES
f usage ( "Missing declare keyword');
idenlist IDENTIFIER
$.slen = (char* imalloc (strlen ($1 .id)+l ;
strcpy($$.slen,$l. id ) ;
idsave [idcount + + ]
--
$$.slen;









$$.slen = (cbar^malloc (strlen ;$3.id)-l , ;
strcpy($$.slen,^2.id );
idsave [idcount + -(] - $$.slen;




,$$. slen ) ;
1
errorES<
{ usage("Not an identifier";; }
type'
simpletype
{ $$ .num - $1 .num;
1
arraytype
{ $S.num = ARRAY?




{ $$ .rum - FECCRE;
126










































rstarray) { pusharrf st ( typetmp ) ;
firstarray = false;
}
{ PCPAER = true;





n arrstk [20] , arrptr ;
tfix) { poparrO; notfix = false; ]
= $7. numj




$$.tp = puttypedNTSUB, INTEGER, poplb, ) ,pcrub(
type tab [poparr 01- field 2 $$.tpi
morearray
= false; break;











PCOIEAN: typearray = TCCLEAN;
$$.tp = puttype'FOSUF, PCCIFAN, poplt, ;,poput( ;
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type tab[tmp=pcparr ( )] f ield2 = $$
morearray
= false; break;
case ARRAY: TYFE - typearray;
break;
case RECCRD: typearray -- RECORD;
ti;
























tounds INTCF DOT DOT INTO^
{
pus hi t ($1 .num) ;
pushub ($4 .num) ;
5$. num = $4. num - $l.num + 1
POUNDS = $$.numj
arraysize = $$.num *

















popsave [rc-t-1] = poptype();
temp wc * J
temp















switch ($5. num) {
case INTEGER:
$$.tp = puttype(INTSUB,where4-: ,MINIM ;
pu ts tcre( $5 num) ;
break;
case ICCIEAN:
$$.tp = puttype(FOSUP,where^ ,1.1);
putstcre ($5. num) ;
break;
case STRING:
$$.tp = puttyp.e(STPSUI,where+ .1,1);
puts tore ($5 .num) ;
break;
case RECCRI : break;
case ARRAY:
$$.tp = puttype'ABRAY,(POUNDS=poparrsize( ) ),
poparrfst (), typearray) ;
where = where + FOUNDS + i;
break;
default: printfO bad type in rec0);
break;
}
if(typeptr ? -1 && $5. num != RECORD^
f
tmp = pcptype( ) ;
typetab[tmp]-?field2 = $S-.tp;
if (changearrsize) pusharrsize (arraysize);
changearrsize = false;
arraysize = i;
' /* for the grammar */
content
ec en ten t
endprog



















cu tput sta t
























en ,$1 . sler ) ;






























ASSIGN, strelem'S3. slen , ,









































push (addr ) ;
gen( Ii $2.slen ) .intelem ^addr 1) ,NUII ) 5
n+ifcourt [ii! ;







if (endiff lag[ii] == true)
tmpp
-
pop ( ) ;
f ixur ^ intelem I'add r-*l) ,pop
'
) ,4 ) ;
if (endifflagfii] == true
>
push( tmpp ) ;
push(addr) ;
gen ( GOTO, NULI ,NULI ,strelem (NULL );
}
en^ifpart











int inttemp, j, i;
if ( ifcourt [ii] == 2> {
/*
go to higher level *'
gen (GOTO, NULL, NULI ,
(intelem ( int temp-addr 1))>;
if (elseflag[ii] == true
'
{
/* fix else */
elseflag: [ii] = false;
if (maxstk .0 )
fixup(intelem( int temp ) , pop( ) ,4) ;
}
if (maxstk?0)
/* fix if */
fixup (intelem (inttemp) ,pop( ) ,4 ) ;
ii--;
If ( ii =-- 0 && maxstk ? 0)
/* clear if stack at end */
while (maxstk ? 0)
f ixup (intelem( inttemp ; ,pop( ) ,4 ) ;
}
else {






else fixup(intelem,(aadr),popi ) ,4);
if (endifflaglii] = true) {




push (addr ) ;














inputstat INPUT varlist ES
{ list = norm; }
1 'T'Z





* list = norm; }





varlist varlist MCRE variable
{
$$.slen = (char* bailor
'
strlen '$3. slen ) 1);
strcpy ($t> -slen ,$3. slen N;
swi tch(listsave {
rase readin:
gen (IN,strelem(icsave) ,NUII .NUII *. ;
break;
case writeout:







$$.slen = (char* ^mal loc(strl en '$1 . slen , > 1 ) ;
strcpy ($$ .slen , si. slen ) ;
switch(listsave') {
case readin :
ger (IN, st relemf iosave) , NUII, NULL ;;
break;
case writeout:












gen ($l.n urn, strelemOl. slen ^ ,s trelem t $2 . slen ) .
strelemfstrte^p) ) ;
$$.slen = strtemp;
if Ol. num =- GT ] ! $l.num = = AND ! $l.num == OR
,, $l.num =- EC || $l.num == NEO |; $l.num == IT;
$$.tp = put type(FCCIFAN , 1 , M ININT , KA2 INT N J
storetab[srount + -]
= 1 n tst ore ( true ) ;
$$ .place = sccunt - l;
install ($$.slen .putvarf$s . tp ,$s. place) ;
if ($1 .num == CAT)
$$.tp = put type (STR I NG, 1.0 ,0^;
storetab [seount+-] = strstore (NULL ) ;
$$.place = sccunt - l;
install($$.slen.-nutvar($$.tp,$$.place) ;
if ($1. num == ADD ij 51. num mtjt !
SI .num == MINUS )
{
$$.tp - puttype (INTEGER, l.MTNTNT.MAXINT) J
storetab [scount+-l = intstore(0);
$$. place = scount - l;
ins tall ($$. si er, putvar($$.tp,$$. place) ;
$1 .num==DIV
cperand




S$.slen - (char* )malloc (strlen ($1 .slen )tl) ;
strcpy ($$ .slen , si . slen ) ;
5$ , num = $2 .num;
opseq operand operator
{
list = n c rm ;
strtemp
- newtemp');
gen ($1. rum, st re 1 em ($l. slen), strelem ($2. slen),
strelem( strtemp) ) ;
$$.slen = strtemp;
if ($l.num-=MUT !| $l.num = =DIV |j $l.rum>=ADD ii
$l.num == MINUS ^ [
$$.tp = puttype(INTEGER,l.MNINT,MAXINT);
storetab (securt-n] = intstore(0:;
$$.place = scount - l;
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gen (Mil, strel em (strtemp) , i<* telem (E [EC] ) ,







newtemp ( ) ;
$$.tp = puttype(INTEGER, 1,MINIM,MAXINT);
storetab [scount-1 ]
= intstore(0,;
$$ .plare = scour t -l;
install(strtemp,putvarO$.tp,$$.plaee));
genfADD,strelem(strtmpsv\strelem( str temp M ) ,
strelem( st rtemp ) ) ;
strtmpsv = strtemp;
}
else strtmpsv - strtempMJ
notfirst - true;
$$ . slen - str tmpsv:






gen (ASSIGN , in telem ( si . num ) ,NULL, strel em( str tern p
$$.slen = strtemp;
$$.tp = puttype^INTEGEE.l.MIMNT.N-AXINT);
storetab [scount ] = in ts tore ( si .num ) ;
$$ .place = scoun t - 1 ;








gen (ASSIGN, strel em ($1 .id) , NUII , strelem( strtemp ) ) ;
$$.slen - strtemp;
$$.tp = puttype(STRING,l.l .1 );
storetab [scount++] = s trs t ore (NULI ) ;




operator IT { $$.num = IT; ]
EC { $$.rum - EC; }
MC { $$.r.um = NEOJ }
GT { $$.num = GT; }
ADD { $$.rum - ALE; }
MINUS { $$.num = MINUS? }
MUI { $$.num = MUL; ]
EIV ( $$.rum = EIV; ]
CAT { $$.rum = CAT; ]
AND { $$.rum = AND; }





swi tch ($1 .num ) {
case RECCRD:
5$. place = get( );
if(rotfcund) {
Undefiea variatle );
nmerrs * + ;
return (NUII ) ;
1
$$ . tp = savetype;
$$.slen
=
(char*)rallcci'strler.($l. sler ) + l ) ;







newtemp ( ) ;
$$.tp = put type (INTEGER ,1,MINIM .MAXINT ) ;
stcretab [scount; + -<] - ints tore (555555 ) ;
$$ .plac e = scount -1 ;








fcen (ASSIGN. in telem ( tmp
'
, str el em (NUII ) ,
str el em (str temp ) ;









iosave = ( ebar*)malloc 's frier. ($1 . slen ) +1);
strcpy(iosave,$l .slen) ;
5$. slen = strtempM;
$$. tp= puttype( ITEM, l.rIN INT,MAXIM U
stcretab [scount-+ + ] = ints tore\0) ;
$$. place = scount -1 ;
in s tall ($$. slen ,putverO$. tp,$$. place) );
$$.tp = type tec [type tat [$l.tp]-: fielcZl -Mi eld 2
break;
default:














= ( char*)malloc ( strlen ($1 . slen ) + l ) ;




= (char* Nmall oc \ s t rlen ( $2 .id i +1 ) ;
strcpy
(varsave[cin- l,$2.id);
$$.slen = (char*Nmalloc( strlen ($1 . slen )
strlen 'S3, id '-2 ) ;
sprint f (S$. si en, "2s .2 s
'
,








if (lis tsave^-wri teout ;|
listsave==readi n ) {
$$.slen = ^char*)malloc(strlen f$i . slen )






else $$.slen = $4 .slen;




storetab [scount- ] = ints tor e (555555 > ;
$$ .place = scount -1J
$5. num = ARRAY;
if (fig : lbiEC-2] I! fig ? ub[BC-2l)
printf
("
** Index out of bound");
n m e r r s * ;
}



















slen --- (char* )malloc ''strlen ($1 . id ) + l
cpy($$.slen,$l.id);
tmp - idtab [hashOl.id )] -?varaddr;
place vartabfvartmp]-'. store ado r ;
tp




- ( char*,'malloc( strlen ( $1 . id
cpyWarsa ve [0] , $1 .id ) ;
i);
toclean TR
{ $$ .rum - true;
FS
{ s$.num = false;
22
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,





*v *n -v *? ** i *r *r ** -r ** *r ~r -v 1* *r *r *r*r ^ *i* v *%* *r V *r
",'
5?V "rV Is^ V *i *t* *r V *I- *r ^; ? V *p V *t*Vt?5? V *r *i;
/* This file cortains all the two-stacks functions used in *
/* in Mini-language Type compiler (mostly, in type.y).
, -r -f ,r *r




p ?r -,.. y^ *r *r ?
ftdefine MAX1YFE 30
int typestk[MAXTYFE] , typeptr=2, maxtype-0;
int anstk [MAXTYFE] , arrptr =0. mexarr = 0;
int ubstk[MAXTYPE] , ubptr=0, maxub=0J
int lbstklMAXTYFE] , lbptr=0, mexlb-0;
int afstk [MAXTYPE] , afptr=0, maxaf=0J
int aszstk [MAXTYPE] , aszptr =0, maxasz--0J
int fixstklMAXTYFE] , fixptr
=0, maxfix-e;
/ sis !f if if sis if if if* sis sic***# sit sit* sit** sic a"s :;:if s^ if >Js s;t if :'f if if sic sic si: * sit if sis
si-- si-- s;t si:** sit* sjt sic si: sjs* s;: s;t
:;.-






if'maxfix+J ? MAXTYPE) printfC ever flow fix stack );
f ixstk [fixptr-^1 = vai;
return ;
}
int popf ix ( )
{
int i, inttemp;




return(fixstk [inttemp] ) ;
I
# :r sit sie s;t sjt sis sjs if sjt sit s-s sje sit sit sjt s* if sic sit
sje* if sit sit sis sis* if sjt sj: =it s;s sit sit if if*




if (maxtype^ ) MAXTYPE)
printfC ever flow type stack';;





ifUypeptr < -1) printfC underflow type stack');
inttemp - typeptr;
maxtype ;
return (typestk [inttemp] ) ;
, *# *'- ^O *}* %}* *J* *** v* %'* '* O* '# *'* **# o- *'# *>rf ** > '* -'- *t* l* *i^ *# ,,1, ,'# %l^ ^V *l * ** .*, *'* *.'. *'* .** *>* *t# *l* * '* *** '# ~J* *' *'- x1* *'*..'* ..'. *'* * *.'* ..'-
' *i* *r *#* *i* "i*
*i* ** "i* *i* *i**^ "^




sharr ( vai )
t vai ;
if(maxarr
- + > MAXTYPE) prin
arrstk [arrptr++] = vai;
return;
over flow array stack");





return (a rrstk [inttemp] ) 5
*aJ. .1 _J _.t_ .1- .L -J -I. -X. -J. .L .*. .-*-. J. .!- -.'- *Js * *4> st> H** > .1,. * '. *f* * J * **# ** ' %* ** *** l V* * '* *" '- '* ** **
*- '* '#* * *""V
-
. % :;: ^- ;;; ;^ ;Js 5jt 3|:# 5jt ;J: J >JS 3p ;,;v ^; 3,: 'r ^ ;r 3i> V*? V V n1 Is -i* *r v i*V *r -r t> -r- -.' -c 'fi -r
*i*
-r
-i- -<* i" *r *r
-i -(* v -r -i -p --1 ^ -r -r Is- -? -i /
pushlb(val )
int vai;
{ if(maxlb++ ? MAXTYPE) prirtf( over flow lb stack );
lbstk[lbptr+^] = vai; return; }
FopltO













,<f if% ifi% if ifif if sj; sjt 5^ 5^ if if if if if si: sit sjt sic -.;;




{ if'maxub4+ MAXTYPE) printf( over flow ub stack );
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ubstk [ubptr-0 = vai; return; }
popub( )
{ int inttemp; irttemp = --ubptrj maxut- ;
return (utstk [in t temp] ) ;
/*t* '. ' '* -'* ".'. -'r '. '. *J* l *'. .1, *'. ,1, ..> it, .1. ,l .1,
.(. _t-
.!_ _|__l_ .1. .1 _. .1 I II. I i 1 i 1 . . 1 I
i* *i* i *i* *i* * *i* *< v , < *. r& . . *.* .* 3.* 3.5 3.1 3.S 3.C 3 3l ii ;i ; * * * * * ** ** *** * * # '* ** * *' '# '. '. '. '- '* '- *' < .'- * '- '* -' -'* >' -'* - '- *'- -
'
r*
r < r r r T i r 'r "I" "i" "" i rp *p *p> "i *( *p *| (* wp
|> f *, , *, ,- -,.. *,* ,, ,. ( ,(s ,t p, ,(% ,( ,(% ,t* ,p
^, -( #|, ^ ,( ,^, ,(% t ,(% ,|% -(5 , ,(% ,j, ,, ^ ,*
,,: ,
pusharrf st (vai )
int vai;
{ if(maxaf-'+ ? fAXTYFE) printfC cer flow arrfst ;
af stk [afptr+-] = vai; return; ]
poparrf st ( )
{ int inttemp; inttemp = afptr; maxaf ;
returnfafstk [irttemp] );
/*pf *ft ' *** */b **r ' *'* *** "** 'V *** ** *l* *** *fl" *** *** ' *" sV >* ** ** ** ** *** *V ** '* * ** Mk *^ ***^ *** ** ' <** '* ** s* * *f* *' ' ^V V *'* ' >'* "i** *'-* ***V* %'* ' *'* *'- ^',* ** /
*?




if^maxasz+4 ? MAXTYPE) printf ( over flaw arrsize stack );
aszstk [aszptr+ ] = vai; return; ]
poparrsize ( )
{ int inttemp; inttemp = aszptr; maxasz ;
returr. (aszstk [in t temp] ) ;
}
I if
sj: if if if if if if if if if if i? sis sis sit s^ sit sitsit sjt sit sit sit sis sjs if*%if if * sit sfcif if if if if if if s^sississitsls^sit^^s^sitsissis^sls^sics^sitsj::::-.;:^
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'* import variables * /
extern nmerrs, list;
extern dec?
ex tern dumptype( ) ;
int ck ^ 0;
. *'. i*f O* it * it* il* i'* i>- i*. s'* *'* i*. i'. i1- **. i'- **'* ~'* it* .
/
(* *r *p 1* *i* *t* 1* *l*
"I* ri* 'I* 'I* *C
*"1* *i* 'i* *V* *t* "i* /
.j.












return hashvai 2 HASHSIZE ;
*s;




*r *r> *i* *r
* ** *r *i* nr
*i*
*r *rt *r *r /
/* lock fcr s in symbel tablestruct nlist *lockup(s
char *s;
\
struct nlist *rp ;
fcr (np - idtab[hash s)]j np !- NUII ; np - rp->next)
if ( stremp (s ,np-?name )=-)
return (np); >* found it */




int trace = 0;




struct nlist *-p, *lookup();
char *strsave( \ *rallcc();
int *intsave( ) ;
int hashvai;
not found *if ((np - lookup rame)) =: NUII) {
if (list =^ asgn 0 list == readin !! list == writeout;{
nmerrs J




= (struct nlist *)malloc (sizecf (*rp ) ;


















hashvai hash (np-?name ) ;
np-'next = idtab [hashvai] ;




















_ -i _ _i, .** .* i<# * ** V* ** *'* '* ' s* *** '* *
;;; sj: ?;: ;,s i,i >rV *; * *'* '*
'* ** *" '* *" **
^* ** /
strcmp (s , t )







(s Ii] = * tfi] )





*'* -' i** V- *** *!r **i **- <' *** '- -'f '* V- ** ** t* t. o* ,
/ r *r
*i* ^





if ((p = nalloc (strlen <s , 4 1 ) )
symcpy(p, s^:
return (p);
*# **. * ' * ** t. ^t. *, * ** ** i* .t, ii* , it* ^1. t*
. *r
*i" n* *i* *t% v *v V n* n* *i* *r -i' -? *r * *i*v v /








'. ii.* i* it. ii* i<* ** *'* * '* '* -'i '* '* '* *'* *** j
I l% l #1 #1* *l *! l *, #1* l *( "l ^l* l *l*l >( *tp /
ftdefine ALICCSIZE 1000
static char allocbuf [AIICCSIZE] ;
static char *allocp - elloctuf;
char *nalloc (n )

























*l* i'* i'. il. i'* i** iL *'* i'* S1' J
*(i *,* *|< *p *,*
*"j* *?|i .|% 'j* *|^ /
Put the imfcrmation cf the variable in type table ("typetab", */




















)malloc (si zecf (s truct symtype
new
is exhausted. Expand MAXTYPE in tsym.h ; >
,
.<- a. *i. .c. .1. .". - .t. o. .- a. .'. y. .1. J. o* .'.v ,/ ^~ .,. .,. .f -r ',* 'f -(. *< *,. ^s *t. .rfVr /
















vartab [numvar+^l = new;
re turn (
numvar- 1 ) J
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/ilfi'fAA
i'* if* if* ;; s*i 5*f ifiA **! s1- s1*Vs *'* ;* s'- s'* *'* i.'; *** '," ** *'* s'* *- ** *'-* *" 3*- *** >'- *** *'- ' *'* ?* "* ** *** * -*< *'* ** *< >' *'* *'* < ** ' *'- '* - ' /
/ *y* |* *|* *t* | *1* *^ * *i 'i *| *|* | *!" *i *t* |> *i* *(* *|* *| *) #|* *i ( | *( *"| *(* | *(* | #|* [ y j *|* *(i *( t% *, , *f *p (* "p p *j* #>fi t *|i
,| (i #(i ,% *, *,i *,% /
/'* This file contains functions that will put in a */
'* value in symbol tables? vartab, storetab, typetab. */
*JU **. t *'. * ** l ** <# *l* *l* l# * * *A# *** '* ** ** il** il* il* ** i". l, il* il, i'. il, il, il* *l* 1* .1. i<* il* ,1* ^1* il, l, il, il, *J* *1* il. *** *l* <* aO .'. %* il, il* ** i'. ,* ,
/ *| *i" *( '| *|* '( |* *|" | *|* i* *|* 'i*p i *| | ( i *, *(* *! *|p *( |* t J| *t* r4
*(* *|i#, *,i ., *-,% .p *,-. *,, ,,i *,









extern f irs tstore [matid] ;
extern iisave; extern jj;
int i, i j;
J* >L if. it* al* il. il* it. i*. J* it. il. it* it* il, ', i'* i1* ', '* 'I* '* '. *' ^* >' -'. ' '. '< *'. *'- '* >' t* ,i, .. '* i. it* it* .<* il* il* ,1. il* , il* il* - '. '* it. il. ii. ii* it* si** >>* it* it* ^1* ii, . , .1* ii, /
, Tjfi 3y 3y 3,; 3;C 3,s 3|S *,: 3,: 5S 3,C 5j! 3Jt 3,S 3,5 ;,c 3,C ,,C *,i ,,S *,;,,, -r 3r ,,* *,, ^JS-y*yty
i"-*r *i* i-*t*** *( *r *t*V*r *v 'f i *t*r 'i**i* -v *r *i* *i" -i**r"-i* ** *i**t*i*i* *v *i* "r /





= (struct symstore* ;rTalloc( si zeof i struct -syms tore ) ;
temp-? storetype = Int;
temp-
"-us tore - storenum = par;
return ( temp) ;
}
,*!-**.il, it, 1* J- it* J, J- J- 5'* ; j1- V; ,
y l
| | p |
*(* #| *| *| ** *i* *(J








= (struct symstore* )m,alloc( si zeof ( struct symstore) ;
temp-sstcretype = Str;
temp-^ustore .storeid = (char*)mall ec (s trlen (par ) +1 ) ;
strcpy ( temp-?ustore.storeid,par) ;
return ( temp ) ;
*ii ii. &I. ii* i* '* i> *i* > ">' *' V* *










extern first: exterr typearray;
extern arraystore; extern array;
int PCUNDSJ
extern struct symstore *irtstoreO;
extern struct symstore *strstcre(v;
POUNDS = arraystore;
if(first == false)












storetab [scount + + ] = in ts tc re ( true ^ ;
break;
default: break;







isave = (scount-1) / idcount;
iisave = iisave + BOUNDS;
while0j +
4 < idcount-ly {
for (i = scount-i;
iMsaveJi )




storetab [iiHi-^1] - ir tstore
' 0< ) 5
break;
case STRING:
for(ii = 0;ii<BCUNDSJii-* + )
storetab[iiJi-l]








} /* case */
firststcre [JJ] = i+2;
isave = i+1 iisave;
scourt - scount + POINDS;
] while jj*/




storetab [scount < * ] = intstore(0'; ; break;
case STRING:
for(ij=e;ij<icuNEs;ij--0




storetat fscount + -*] = in ts tc re ( true , ;
break;
default: bad putstore"v; treak;
} . * case2 */
} /* else */
return ;
it, ' i* *. u. o. .I, *j, it. ,* ii, .1* i<, i* ,
t *r
-,.
yr *r *$. *,, *r j;* -,. *,, 7\p *^ ,^ *,i /
/* This furcticn deals with array. */
/*'. ii. *** i*, .!* vL *.'* i'. O, O* i(* il. it. il*) j
*,"
Y




extern scount, arrfst, arraysize, TYPE;








case STIING: storetat f scount +] - s trs tore (NUI I ) ; treak;
case POCIEAN: storetat [scount -] = in tstore( true ) ; break;
defalt: wrong arrstore ");
}
if fi == 0) arrfst - scount-i;
]
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type tat [mp-?typeaddr] ;
-"sort




== POCIEAN | nnp-^sort==ITEM
-*sort








epplace getplace (nnp,mp) ;










is called recusively urtil a simple type */





int getplace(rnp,mp) /* returr pointer to the variatle */
struct symvar *mp?
struct symtype *nrp ;
{
extern notfound;
int sut, n, i;
char *s?
switch (nnp-?scrt) {
case INTFGEF: case STRING: case POOIEAN:
case ITEM: /* array case */
return (keepplace);














hash (va rsave [ + -+vc] ! ) {
notfound
= false;
if 'typetab [nnp-?f ield2] -,soi t =- INTSUP i!














if ( (keepplace=^etplace( typetab
[nnp-













-nnp-?fieldl &S notfourdji-f )
ifrvffepf
Ce =
^etllece(typptet[nnp-~-field2l mr "If (keepplace MJII) return (NUII);




prir.tf( wrong sort );'
\l\\V:-
'
cnP->scrt 2d", nnp- sort);
}
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/* import variatles */
extern struct symquard *symint();




variatles used in this file */
int maxstk - 0;
int addr = 0;
int tempccurt = 0;
int stack [STACKSIZE] , stackptr = 0;
int whilestack [WSIZE] , whileptr = 0;
struct aquard *quardsave [MAXQUARE] ;
-'* Eunction generating the quardruples for the input progra
gen (op, argl, arg2, rsl)
int op;
struct quard *argl ,*arg2 ,*rsl ;
m
I
struct aquard *new; /# create temporary area */



















/* save each quardruple */
/*
make sure won't be any bus error
expand MAXCU^.RD ir 'quard. h 0);
. ** o. *i* -" - -- ** -t, ii, ii. .1, il, ii. -, o* .1. *i* ,'* i j
f *r
'1* i" *i* *i* 1* '1* t t *r *r *c *c "i* s* *r 1**1* *r /
/* ir case any argument in quardruple is er integer */




temp = (struct quard*) melloc ( si zeof( struct quard)';
temp-'; type = Irt;
temp- : term . numval = ar^ ;
return ( temp ) ;
.
si* '. t* '. *t* *' i** it, tj. il* ,1, J, it. ^1, i(* ^|^ ,J# ^i^ ^i*
/ ( f *p *p | *p: *( p *p p p j *( |* *p pp |* *( /
!!
in case the argument is a string */





quard* )malloc (sizeof (struct quard));
temp-?type - Str;
temp- v- term . idval = (char*)malloc (s trier (arg) 1 1 ) ;
strcpy
(temp- term. idval ,a rg ) ;
return ( temp ) ;
}
/ 3*5 3,: 3p 3p *p ifi 5,5 3[ *fi 3(C3, 3p 3(( 3p> 3,1 3,C 3,* 3,i *, /
'* function tc create a temporary variable */
char *newtemp ( )
{





str = (char*)rralloc IDMAX 1);
'* allocate space to it






.! i. o* ii, .* t, t, %t* i. * - *- ** ;
|*
*'; *; *J; *; /
/ i%
*i- |- *,- *,-. ! *,% *, *p *i^
i- 1*
*v
** *r* 't i > * /









sprin tf ^ str, "1 2d
"
,




*t* i> ii, i, ii, it, i>, ,i, i, ii. ii* it* ii, t* ii.
/-












quard save [qudstack] - ; Arg2




>, i*. .>. >i. * hi* .'. -'. t. *.'. *. t* '. ii* ii. -*. ', ii, * /
( *p *f rp
3,. *,s
-pp p *pp *p *p
*-, *( *p *p -p>
-| -p> /
'* function tc push an address of any quardruple, which has to
te fixed








stack [stackptr +-i ]
return ;
= vai;
J, -f. ** st- -* % s- s- *** s. *t,
si. il. st, ** si. -J. sl* il* .
f tf if
SJ? Tfi Sfi Tf
3p"
V *p ,r -,s *r V -t* 1* * -i*T "P /
/* function to pep each quardruple cut
off stack */
int pop ( )
{
int inttemp;
if (stackptr = -1) prin tf
('




return ( stack[int temp] );
I if
i;. if if if if if% if if if if if sit* if s}s
sit sit /




[whileptrj ] = vai;
}
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- si. l, .1* si. !* il* %l* il. si* si. il* h>. .1, st* hi* hi* l> hi*
/
'1* 'I* *l* *P <( *|" *| *, *p *| *p *|h *( p *|* *(S *,i *,i
*,i /
/* another pop function for loop statement */
int popwh ( )
{
if (whileptr == 0) prirtfOstack WHILE error");
return (whiles tack [ whileptr] );
, si* si. si* h' si* *'* hi* hi* h'. sa* si* hi* sl *'* i>. hi* h' s'* si* I
j
*i* *r *(" *i* *i* *** *i* *r
't* *i* "i*
*p
*%* *t* *t* *i *c
*i"
*p /
* In case of any curiosity, the file railed gq.code can be locked to
/* fix any problems in generating quard r^ples . */
dumpgen ( )
{
EIIE *obj, *fopen( );
int i 0;
struct quard*prt;
char *a - ";




quardsave [i] - Rsl;
if (prt = --NUII) fprintf 'obj ,'2s",a);
if(prt- type =- Int) fprintf (obj , "2d
if(prt- type == Str) fprin tf
'
0b j . "2s
fprirtf (otj, '2s ", ( makes tr (quardsave [i]-?Op
"
prt - auardsave [i] -;Argl ;
if (prt ==- NUII) fprirtf 'obj,
"2s"
, a) ;
if (prt-)type -= Int) fprir.tf (ot J, "id
if 'prt-;type =- Str) f prir tf (ot j ,
'
2s
prt - quardsave [i]-?Arg2J
if(prt==NUin fprintf (otj. "is", a) ;
if(prt- type == let) fprin tf( otj , "2d ",pr
if(prt-?type == Str) fprint f< obj , "2s ",pr







. idval ) ;
r t
-
? t e r m








f close (otj );
, if is if if if if if i;. if if if if if if if if*
sjs sit /
/* This fucticn generate names for 'dump
'* it is easier to understand.
functions so */









switch (name ) {
case ASSIGN: return (strcpy
case GCTC: return (strcpy
case MINUS: return (strcpy
case Arr : return (strcpy
case MUI: return (strcpy
case IT: return (strcpy
case GT: return ( strcpy
case EC: return (strcpy
case NEQ: return (strcpy
case CAT: return ( strcpy
case AND: return (strcpy
case OR: return (strcpy
case IF: return (strcpy
case IN: return (strcpy
case CUT: return (strcpy
case STOP: return i strcpy
case ARRAY: return ( strcpy


































































/* import variatles and structures */
extern struct symquard *symint;














struct aquaid *quardsave f MAXQUARDl ;
int in [10] ;
numvar;
char *varsave [MAXIE] ;
char *ITIMA, *ITI*i;
struct symstore *AP ;
int cin, A, P, errors=0, iq
= 0J
int item = false;
int ar^lplace, argTplece, rslplace;




EIIE *otj, *fcpen( );
/* temporary variables used here */
int typesave IfAXTYPE] , tb, count=0. k =0,
char *T, *E , *ea, *strirgj
/ 3p VV /
temp
/* used in GROUP */
extern get
( ) ;




* type tab [MAX TYPE! ;







T = true '; E - "false ;
/*
start from the first quardruple */
while ( iq^addr ) {
temp
=




case ASSIGN : GRCUF3;
temp
= typetab [rsl type] -?sort ;
switch( typetab [rsl type] -?sort ) {
case STRING: case STFSUP:






strsim(rslpl ace, STARGl ID);
]
break;
case INTEGER: rase INTSUP: rase POCI1AN: case POSUF:


































STPSINM = A 4 BJ
treak;
case ADD :
math(); STRSITF = Int; STFSIN* = A + l;
treak;
case MINUS:




mathO; STFSITI = Int; STR
SIN!* = A * f, treak;
case DIV:
mathO; STRSITP = Int; STRSINM = A / PJ break;
case CAT:
GFCUFi; GRCUF2; GPCUP2;
if ( 'SCRT1-- = STRING ij SCR Tl ^STESU? ! SCRT1= ITH) &6>
rSCPT2^STPING i! S0PT2 = = STRSUP I SGPT2^ - 1 TIM ) )
I
if (SCET1 = -ITEN ) ITEMA - ITEM1IDJ
else ITEMA = STAPG1ID;
if (SCRT2 = --ITEM ; ITEMP = ITEM2IDJ
else ITEMP = STARG2IDJ














. ITE^A . ITEME
N
J
my strcpy (STRSI ID,stringO
STRSITP = Str?
}
else usagei,"variatle type string required"1*;
treak;
case IT : GRCUP1J GRCUP2J GP0UF2;
GETOPCCDEO;
if(A < P) intsim(rslplace,
true'* ;
else irtsim(rslplace, false ; treak;
case GT : GECUPi; GRCUP2J GR0UF2;
GETOPCCrE:);




case EC : GBCUPIJ GRGUP2; GR0UP2J
GETCFCCDEO;
ifO == PI intsim vrslplace,
truex
;
else i-tsim(rslplace, false ) ; treak;








case CR : GPCUPIJ GRCUF2; GE0UP2J
GETOFCCDE- ),*
if(A =^ false && I == false^ in tsim( rslplace , fal se ) ;
else intsim (rslplace, true ); treak;
case AND : GRCUFIJ GR0UF2J GROUPS;
GETOFCCDE () ;
if (A - - true && P -= true; in tsim (rslplace , true ) ;
else intsim( rslplace, false) ; treak;
case IF :
gpoupi;
if(STARGlNM == true) iq
= quardsave fiq] -?Arh2-? term .numval
~
if(STARGlNM -= false) iq = quardsave [
















= iq + lJ
1
else P typetat [argltype] sort;











f cr 'j^0; j
'count- 1 &S. errors - - 0?j O





/* it is a toolean or string type */
f scarf (obj, "2s ,aa);
if (typesave [count-1]- INTEGER ! typesave [com t-1]
-= INTSUI
/* data type is an integer */
if(item)
fscanffcbj, 2d ,& ( ITEMRSI NM ) ) J














*data type is a string */












STARG1ID = (char*)malloc (strlen ' aa) + l ;J
strcpy(STARGHD,aa);
}
else { /* data type is boolean */
if (strcmp(ee,TN=-0) {
iffitem; ITFMFSINM true;






if 'item; 1TEMRSINM = false;

























AA ^ storetat [STRSINM] ;
iq
= iq + 1J
1
else {
AA = storetab Iarglplace] ;
P = typetab [argltype] -;scrt;
}





1) printf ( true";;
else printf ("false");









default : printfC Can not find cpccde );
164
iq +




*r t5Trmf 'i- vY*r *i;^ 51s 'r /
,* just tc make sure that the cellect values are printed out













,pr t-?us tore .stcreid) ;
else printfC type
2d"
,p r t-; stcretyp e ) ;
if(prt =-- ruil) return?
}
1
si* it. si. si, st* si* hi* it, St. si* hi* hi* hi. h' il* hi* st* .'* st* I
j
*i* *t
'i* *i"*i* i" "i* *r *r
*i"
*r *r i" *s f* *i* *i* *t* "p /









mystrcpy (s, t )
char *s,*t;
{




while (*t ! ')
{
if.'*t != '")







si* hi. -X, ii. ii. l* hi* s'* hi. hi* si* il*








*|* | rf *th *p
*>,h *,s *(s *p /
'* Test each input datum when STRING type is required. * <
'* Return NUII if it is rot a string,
'true'





f p r i r t f C
'') /* check the first character */








; /* scar, untill the last character */
if '*(s-l )!=-'") {




si* si. h>* st* st* h'* hi* hi, st. si* it* ,', si, .I, si* si* s(* si* st*
/ "i* T *i* ** *t* *r *i*T *r *i* ** *r *r *p "r *i* ~e *i* /
/* read a variatle and put each character group in a 'varsave array */
^etvar ( t )
char *t;
I
extern char *varsave [20] ;
int i,ccurt=G;
char * s ;
cin = 0J









&& *t !- '[') [ counts; *s - *t- + ; }
else {
t^ ; *s -
'
';
for(i-0 jKcount J i-+ ) s ; /* go tack tc the first character
varsave[cin]
=
(chai*)m,allo<- (s t rlen
'
s ) + 1 ) ;
strcpy (varsave Icin -],s);
s =










varsave [cinl - (char* )malloc( st rler ( s
-
1 ) ;
strcTy(varsave[ein-t + ] , s ) ;
return J
/* for ADD, MINUS, MUI, DIV */
mathO
(










else A. = AEG IN CM J








else I = ARG2NUN;
GRCUP3J
st* h*. *l, h'< s'* hi* hi* hi, htj hi* hi* sa* s(* h'* si. h<* s'. hi* hi* j
t *t *r
*i* i- *r *i* *i*
*i* 't- *r *r *v
*i*
*r -v *r "V -v /







if(ITEMTP != Int) { PAEMFSS;
else A - ITEiv1NM;
el se
if'STAEGlTF != Int) { PADMESS;
else A = STAFGINM;
errors* : J
e r r c r s + 5 }
/** lock at the argument2 **/
if (SCRT2==ITEM)
if(ITEM2TP !- Irt) { PATVESS;
else I = ITEM2NN1;
else
if'STAPG2T^ != Int) { PAPr^SS;
else I - STAPG2NMJ
errors1-; I
errors'? ]
hi* hi. hi* hi* hi* s- si* hi. hi* hi* hi* hi* st;
si* hi*
.'
. s|* h|* *t* .
.
*(S *, *,S *|h *,h *|h *p
,, | *|h *|h pp





in tsim (vail ,val2 !
int vail?
int vai 2;
s tore tat [vail j ?storetype = Int
167





storetab [vail ] ;us tore . s tcreid - ' char* )mall rc 's trl en 1 val2 ) -+1







































} us t ere;
] ;
struct symstore *storetat ffi ASESIZE] ;
If
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int 1 n e r r = 0 ;




int r.umline - 0;







} in [MAXDATA] ;
17?








































SFACE (prirtf( Ni ^














struct nlist { /* id-table entry */
char * n a m e ;
int varaddrj
struct nlist *rext; /* next entry in chain
};



















} u s t c r e ;
} ;
struct symstore *storetat [RASESIZE] ;
-.--/
it;
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- Argl- term . numval
quardsave[iq]-?/!r^2- term, rumval












usto re. stereo urn
storetat [arg2plat e]-? us tore, store num















































GRCUP1 getvar'ARGHE ; a























































































































pusharrsize( ) ; extern pc
typestk[20]; extern ty

























extern dump type ( ;
struct quard *irtelem'0 *strelem()5
char *varsave [MAXII] ;
char *strtemp, *rewtempO;
char *rewindtmp O J
char *idsave[MAXIE] , *st ring [MAX ID] ;
char *strtmpsv, *strtempM;
char

























check variatle in tsym.c
/* in putstcre */
* where in storesut *<



















































ID], arraysize=l, word<-oui-.t ;






















































































































































































































































































































(); rsl type -
toreid









Integer variable is needed




















check variatle, get from 'get.c /nc tf curd;
int get();
struct symstore *intstore();






struct nlist * i n s t a 1 1 ( ) ;
struct rlist *ic tab [EASFC IZE] ;
struct symtype *type tat [MAXTYPE] ;
struct aquard *quard save [MAX?UARD] ;
maxstk, exter; stackptr; extern ad^rl extern nmerrs?
peptypeO; exterr pushtypeO? int PCPARP
= false;
popllO; extern pushltf); extern poputO? extern jushub();




) J extern pcparrsize'
typestk[20]; extern typeptr;
fixstk[20l; extern fixptr;




ext ern dumptype (
'
;



























* new temp ( ) ;
*newirdtmp( ) ;























check variable in tsym.c
first = false; /* in putstere */
where



























elseflag[MI] , endj f flag [MI I] , if count [MAXIll ;
ii;
i d c c u n t - 0 ;
ub[MAXIE], lh[^AXIE], arraysize=l, wondcour.t;
numtype = 1, rumvar = 0, sccurt = 0;
firststcre [^AXID] , save;
cin = 0. st;





fr = - 1 , re
= 0, wc = 0;
iisave = 0. iseve, jj=f;
morearray= t rue , f irs
tarray= true , TYPE.
POUNDS=l, array=falsej
changearr size-false ;




This guide is written for someone that is already fami
liar with the Unix operating system.
Each compiler was kept in a different directory as fol
lows :













will get ere into the
'Core'
directory.
The 'a. of each directory rontains otjert eras




will compile prcgraml which is a program in the
Mini-
language cf that directory. The result will te given or the
1E-1
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screen. The data for each user program must be giver in a
file called 'data'. The
'data'
file is reserved in every
directory tc be a data file, since the compiler will read







What will be shown on the screen after the command
a. out < program!
is entered, is the listing cf programl, the encr messages,
if any, at each point an error occurs and the messa6e
number of error 2
if, for example, there are three errors. If there are not
any errors the message shewn will be
start xeq
which means the execution starts at the point. The inter
preter is called and will interpret each quadruple urtil the
last one ('stop"). The answer given next might be in the
form
Rsl ARC




in teger 5 , or
Rsl APC true






Rsl APC = true







Each array or stack used to generate each of the com
pilers were given a certain amourt cf space (number). Mien a
message such as
Not enough space, expand MAXCUARI in 'quard.
h'
appears on the screen, it mears that the constant numter
given,
'MAXCUARE'
in this case, is too small or the user
program is too tig. There are two ways that this can te
remedied :




value to a bigger one.
{? ) Make the user program smaller.

